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Abstract

Despite recent advances in clinical oncology, prostate cancer remains a major health

concern in men, where current detection techniques still lead to both over- and under-

diagnosis. More accurate prediction and detection of prostate cancer can improve

disease management and treatment outcome.

Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound (TeUS) is a promising imaging approach that can

help identify tissue-specific patterns in time-series of ultrasound data and, in turn,

differentiate between benign and malignant tissues. We introduce a probabilistic-

temporal framework, based on hidden Markov models, for modeling ultrasound time-

series data obtained from prostate cancer patients. The proposed models capture the

temporal signatures of tissue-specific responses to prolonged sonication. Our results

show improved prediction of malignancy compared to previously reported results,

where we identify cancerous regions with over 85.6% accuracy.

However, adopting this approach in diagnostic procedures requires understanding

of the physical properties of TeUS and its interactions with tissues. We therefore uti-

lize our probabilistic modeling approach to examine two properties of TeUS signals

– temporal order and length – and present a new framework to assess their impact

on tissue information. Our results strongly indicate that temporal order has signifi-

cant impact on TeUS performance, and it thus plays a important role in conveying
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tissue-specific information. Additionally, we demonstrate the feasibility of reducing

the duration of data collection to shorten the sequences while maintaining sufficient

information for tissue typing.

To investigate the tissue characteristics interrogated by TeUS, we compare the

predictions of our models with malignancy markings on multi-parametric magnetic

resonance images. Our findings show that the proposed models have the highest

agreement in detecting cancer with Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced (DCE) sequences as

compared to Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC) maps and T2-Weighted (T2W)

images. Hence, this agreement suggests that the effect of agiogenesis, visualized on

DCE images, may also be detected using TeUS, and, in turn, paving the way for

further investigation about tissue characteristics captured by TeUS.
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Glossary

ADC Apparent Diffusion Coefficient imaging.

adenocarcinoma Cancerous growth in glandular cells.

angiogenesis is the development of new blood vessels from existing vasculature.

ANN Artificial Neural Network.

apoptosis is the controlled cell death in an organism as part of its growth and

development.

AUC Area Under the ROC Curve.

B-mode Brightness-mode images are generated using post-processed echointensity

values collected from the scanned tissue.

BPH Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia is a prostate disease causing the gland to get

enlarged. It is often diagnosed in older men.

CDUS Color Doppler Ultrasound.

cellularity reflects the number, quality, and condition of cells present in a specific

tissue.
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CEUS Color Enhanced Ultrasound.

CT Computed Tomography.

DBN Deep Belief Network.

DCE Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced imaging.

DRE Digital Rectal Examination.

DWI Diffusion Weighted Imaging.

ex vivo a process is described as ex vivo if it takes place outside of a living body

similar to experiments on tissues taken outside of their living organism with

minimal changes to their natural conditions.

fiducial A fiducial is an object placed in the visual field of an imaging system and

it is visible in the generated images. Fiducials are used as points of reference.

Gd Gadolinium is a contrast agent that is injected intravenously for DCE imaging.

HMM Hidden Markov Model.

ICA Independent Component Analysis.

in vivo a process is described to be in vivo when it happens inside a living organism

such as imaging of human organs inside the body.

Ktrans The forward volume transfer constant of the contrast agent Gd between blood

plasma and the extravascular extracellular space expressed in unit min-1.
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kNN k-Nearest Neighbor method.

Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test A non parametric hypothesis testing that does not

require the assumption of normal distributions.

metastasis The spread of cancerous cells outside the organ where the original ma-

lignant growth started.

mp-MR Multi-Parametric Magnetic Resonance imaging modalities.

MR Magnetic Resonance is a medical imaging modality that allows the visualization

of the anatomy and physiological processes of the body.

necrosis is cell death caused by the lack of blood flow, injury or disease.

PET Positron Emission Tomography.

PIN Prostatic Intraepithelial Neoplasia is an abnormality in the epithelial cells that

line the sacs and ducts in the prostate. This abnormality is often considered a

pre-cancerous condition.

PK Pharmaco-Kinetic modeling is used to measure different aspect of the uptake

and release of contrast agent Gd during DCE imaging. PK parameters include

Ktrans, ve, and kep.

PSA Prostate Specific Antigen is a protein produced by the prostate gland. Its level

in the blood serum is often elevated in BPH and prostate cancer patients.

resection surgical removal of an organ or tissue from the body.
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RF Radio Frequency.

RF frame RF frame is composed of echointensities collected form the scanned tissue.

After post-processing these frames are used to form B-mode images. TeUS

consists of a time series of RF frames corresponding to the same location in the

tissue.

RNN Recurrent Neural Network.

ROC Receiver Operator Characteristic curve shows the diagnostic power of a binary

classifier by illustrating the trade-off between sensitivity and false positive rate.

ROI Region of Interest.

RP Radical Prostatectomy is a procedure where the prostate gland and sometimes

nearby lymph nodes are surgically removed from the body.

SVM Support Vector Machine.

T2W T2-weighted imaging is one of the basic protocols in MR imaging that is based

on “spin-spin” relaxation time of scanned tissues..

TeUS Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound.

TRUS TransRectal Ultrasound images are collected using an ultrasound probe in-

serted in the rectum. It is usually used to image the prostate.

vasculature Vascular system and its arrangement in/around an organ or part of a

body.

voxel volumetric pixel.
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whole-mount In histopathology, a whole mount analysis is done when a whole or-

ganism or specimen is placed on a slide for microscopic examination. For whole-

mount analysis of resected organs like prostate, cross-section slices of the whole

organ are cut then microscopically analyzed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Medicine is a science of uncertainty

and an art of probability.

William Osler

For more than a century stochastic modeling has been extensively used as an anal-

ysis tool for time-varying processes in multiple domains including finance, speech syn-

thesis, medicine and many others. Diagnostic and prognostic procedures in medicine

are enshrouded with uncertainty. Therefore, stochastic modeling is regarded as a

suitable analysis approach that takes advantage of past and current knowledge to

enhance our prediction of the unseen. Medical diagnostic imaging is a more spe-

cific application where such a modeling approach is poised to assist in enhancing the

information gathered from the visualization techniques of the body.

In this dissertation, we propose to use stochastic models for assisting clinicians dur-

ing prostate biopsy procedures, currently employed for definitive diagnosis of prostate

cancer. We build probabilistic models of Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound (TeUS)

data, which is the time-varying tissue response to prolonged sonication. Our goal is

to capture the contrast between different tissue types and offer a risk map that can be
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used to guide specimen collection during biopsies. TeUS is a novel ultrasound-based

approach; its mechanism of action and the physical interpretation of the informa-

tion relayed by its signals are still under investigation. We demonstrate the use of

our probabilistic models as a tool to study the temporal properties of TeUS and to

compare their predictions with malignancy markings on Multi Parametric-Magentic

Resonance(mp-MR) sequences with the goal of gaining insight into tissue character-

istics captured by TeUS.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 presents our motiva-

tion, and in Section 1.2 we discuss our goals and objectives. The contributions are

summarized in Section 1.3. Finally, Section 1.4 describes the organization of this

dissertation.

1.1 Motivation

Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed non cutaneous cancer in men in

North-America [8,30]. The American Cancer Society predicts that one in seven men

will be diagnosed with prostate cancer during their lifetime [8]. Current standards

in prostate cancer diagnosis begin with measuring Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA)

levels in blood serum and performing a Digital Rectal Examination (DRE). If either

test is abnormal, definitive diagnosis is made using core needle biopsy of the prostate

under Trans-Rectal Ultrasound (TRUS) guidance.

Prostatic malignancy is characterized by a wide range of echogenecity in TRUS

images depending on its location and the level of cancerous-cell infiltration [9]. There-

fore, TRUS suffers from low sensitivity and specificity in detecting malignant regions
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in the prostate. As a result TRUS-guided biopsies lead to a high rate of false nega-

tives (about 30%) for cancer diagnosis in addition to over- and under-estimation of

cancer severity (i.e., cancer grading) [58, 109,161].

While improved prostate-cancer screening has reduced mortality rates by 45%

over the past two decades [49], inaccurate diagnosis and grading have resulted in

a surge in over-treatment [168]. Notably, radical or over-aggressive treatment of

prostate-cancer patients leads to a decline in their quality of life [168]. Accurate

identification and grading of lesions and their extent especially using low-cost readily-

accessible technologies such as ultrasound – can, therefore, significantly contribute

to appropriate and effective treatment. To do so, computational methods must be

developed to guide TRUS biopsies to target regions more likely to be malignant.

The task of computational differentiation of malignant tissue from its surrounding

tissue is referred to in the literature as tissue characterization or tissue-typing or

characterization. Most research on ultrasound-based tissue characterization focuses

on the analysis of texture- [63] and spectral-features [50] of single ultrasound frames.

Elastography [100], another ultrasound-based technique, aims to distinguish tissue

types using their measured stiffness in response to external vibrations. A different

way of utilizing ultrasound is by acquiring TeUS, which is a sequence of ultrasound

frames captured from the sonication of tissue over a short period of time, without

intentionally moving the tissue or the ultrasound probe. TeUS signal of a specific

region records the echo intensities received by the ultrasound transducer as a response

to repetitive sonication over a short period of time. In this dissertation, we propose a

computational framework for tissue characterization using TeUS to augment TRUS-

guided biopsies with tissue-specific information.
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1.2 Objectives

The extensive heterogeneity in morphology and pathology of prostate adenocarci-

noma are challenging factors in obtaining accurate diagnosis. Providing tissue-specific

information during TRUS-guided biopsies assist in targeting regions with high prob-

ability of malignancy. In prostate cancer, the analysis of TeUS time-series reveals a

difference in response between benign and malignant tissues as reported by several

previous studies [85, 120]. The objectives of the work presented here is to explicitly

model the temporal aspect of the time-series data and to utilize the models for tissue

characterization.

Since TeUS sequences are time-varying signals, we aim to use Hidden Markov

Models (HMMs) [149] to model the variability of these time series in malignant versus

benign prostate tissue. HMMs are often used to model time series where the gen-

erating process is unknown or prone to noise and variations. The process is viewed

as a sequence of stochastic transitions between unobservable (hidden) states; some

aspects of each state are observed and recorded. In this work, a tissue response value

recorded in an RF frame at certain time-point is viewed as an observation. Employing

the Markov property, we assume each value depends only on the response recorded

at the frame directly preceding it, independent of any earlier responses.

The learned models serve as building blocks for our tissue-characterization frame-

work used to differentiate between malignant and benign tissue types. We assess the

impact of various design decisions related to model structure on classification per-

formance. Tissue-specific information is then used to build the risk maps that can

be employed for diagnostic guidance during prostate biopsies. Moreover, we aim to

investigate the impact of signal properties, namely temporal-order and length, on the
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ability of TeUS to differentiate between tissue types by employing the same modeling

approach. We model signals that went through either different levels of permutations

to their order or length cropping. We then compare the performance of these models

in classifying the TeUS signals. With the purpose of revealing the tissue character-

istics captured by TeUS, we compare the predictions of our stochastic models and

malignancy markings in mp-MR imaging, which is a well established technique.

1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

1. Stochastic tissue characterization for prostate cancer: We introduce the

use of HMMs to build a stochastic tissue-characterization framework through

time-domain analysis of TeUS data in prostate cancer. Our proposed models

facilitate more accurate prostate-cancer diagnosis and can be easily interpreted

in the context of ultrasound echoes since the model’s alphabet is identified using

the intensity changes. Using stochastic models that capture the temporal aspect

of RF time series, we model the responses of malignant and of benign prostatic-

regions. These models are then used in a stochastic tissue-characterization

framework.

Contributions

(a) Proposed a time-domain analysis approach that, for the first time, explic-

itly models the temporal aspect of TeUS signals.

(b) Introduced the application of HMMs for modeling TeUS sequences. The
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temporal signatures of malignant and benign tissues reflecting typical re-

sponses to prolonged sonication are represented as HMMs.

(c) Proposed a stochastic tissue characterization framework for TeUS signals

based on HMMs.

(d) Statistically significantly improved the accuracy of tissue characterization

for TeUS signals as compared to Imani et al.’s previously published study.

2. The impact of TeUS temporal properties on tissue-characterization:

We propose a comparative framework that utilizes our stochastic models to

assess the influence of signal properties, namely temporal order and length, on

the tissue-specific information recorded by TeUS. We model TeUS signals that

went through alteration to either their order or length. We then compare the

ability of the learned models to differentiate between malignant and benign

tissue types.

Contributions

(a) Proposed a comparative framework based on HMMs to assess the impact

of temporal order and signal length of TeUS signals on the differentiation

between tissue types.

(b) Demonstrated that the temporal order of the signal carries tissue-specific

information and alteration to this order leads to less accurate tissue char-

acterization.

(c) Showed the feasibility of reducing the duration of TeUS data collection

while maintaining high accuracy in tissue classification.
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3. Diagnostic agreement between TeUS stochastic models and multi-

parametric magnetic resonance (mp-MR) markings: To uncover the

physical interpretation of tissue-specific information captured by TeUS, we com-

pare the predictions of TeUS models with the malignancy markings on mp-MR

sequences. The prediction agreement between the labels assigned by the models

and mp-MR markings facilitates further investigation about tissue characteris-

tics captured by TeUS.

Contributions

(a) Proposed a framework to assess the prediction agreement between TeUS

models and mp-MR markings.

(b) Demonstrated that TeUS models learned from signals with histophology

annotations are able to detect, with high accuracy, malignancy that was

marked on DCE images and less accurately on ADC maps.

1.4 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 provides the medical background related to prostate cancer, its epidemiol-

ogy, diagnosis and treatment. We also discuss imaging techniques and machine learn-

ing approaches used for computer-aided diagnosis. Chapter 3 describes the TeUS

data analyzed in this work. It explains the process of data acquisition and of estab-

lishing ground truth for the analysis described in this thesis. Moreover, we present

our time-domain representation of TeUS signals.

The three main components of the work are presented in chapters 4, 5, and 6.

Each chapter explains specific motivation and goals, then describes the methods used.
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These chapters also include a detailed description of respective results and a discussion

of the findings. In Chapter 4, we explain TeUS modeling approach and describe our

stochastic tissue-characterization framework. In addition, we explain design-decisions

and their impact on the performance in tissue typing. The method of generating

risk maps is also presented in this chapter. Our proposed framework for assessing

the impact of signal temporal-properties on tissue differentiability is described in

Chapter 5. Studying the agreement between mp-MR markings and malignancy labels

assigned by TeUS models is discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 provides the

conclusions and presents directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

If I have seen further, it is by

standing on ye sholders of Giants.

Isaac Newton

This chapter presents the medical and computational background related to this

thesis. In Section 2.1, we provide an overview of the definition, etiology and epi-

demiology of prostate cancer. We also review current guidelines for diagnosis and

treatment of this disease. Section 2.2 surveys the literature of computer-aided diag-

nosis discussing state-of-the-art imaging modalities used for the detection of prostatic

malignancy along with a summary of their limitations. A plethora of methods used

in diagnostics are based on supervised learning where classifiers are trained on data

labeled by domain experts. Here, we are interested in differentiating between malig-

nant and benign tissues, a process known as tissue characterization or tissue typing.

Section 2.3 reviews machine-learning approaches previously used in computer-aided

procedures for prostate cancer diagnosis. We focus on ultrasound-based approaches

especially those using Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound (TeUS), which are typically

based on spectral-domain analysis, in contrast to our proposed approach, which relies
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Figure 2.1: The prostate gland alongside its surrounding organs: blad-
der, rectum, penis, urethra, and testis (Figure taken from
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/ - accessed June 2017).

on time-domain analysis. In Section 2.4, we summarize the literature survey and

conclude.

2.1 Prostate Cancer: Medical Background

Prostate cancer is one of the major health concerns for men despite recent advances in

diagnostic procedures and treatment options. We briefly define prostate cancer and

provide related risk factors and some epidemiological statistics. We also summarize

available options for diagnosis and treatment.

2.1.1 Anatomical factors and Disease Description

The prostate is an organ in the male reproductive system. It is a walnut-shaped gland

situated below the bladder close to the rectum, and surrounds the urethra, as shown

in Figure 2.1. Its most important function is the secretion of the seminal fluid that
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Figure 2.2: The anatomical zones of the prostate: transitional, central, and
peripheral zones

nourishes and protects the male gametes (sperms) [44, 90, 97]. The Glandular ducts

of the prostate flow in the urethra through which the secreted fluid is pushed by the

muscular part of the gland [90, 97]. The prostate specific antigen (PSA) is a protein

produced by the cells of the prostate gland. PSA level in the blood serum is used for

the detection and screening of prostate cancer and other diseases of the prostate such

as Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH) [26, 142, 183]. This organ consists of three

major zones (peripheral, central, and transitional) in addition to a fibromuscular area

as illustrated in Figure 2.2 [115,160].

Prostate cancer is a malignant growth that starts in the prostate cells. In later

stages of the disease, cancerous cells migrate to nearby organs and lymph nodes, a

process known as metastasis [21, 90, 114]. This type of cancer is multi-focal where

malignant cells are found in different parts of the organ. The most common prostate

malignancy is adenocarcinoma, which is carcinoma stemming from glandular cells.

More than 75% of prostate cancer arise in the peripheral zone whereas ∼20% appear
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in the transitional zone and only 5-8% in the central zone [146,156].

2.1.2 Epidemiology

Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed non-cutaneous cancer in men af-

fecting more than 2.9 million patients in North America [8, 30, 79, 171]. It has the

highest number of new estimated cases in the developed-world and the second highest

incidence rate worldwide [7]. According to the Canadian Cancer Society, one in seven

men is expected to develop prostate cancer during their lifetime [30]. Despite the

increased awareness and advances in prostate oncology, the disease remains a promi-

nent health concern for men where more than 26, 000 deaths are expected for 2017

in the United States and Canada [8,30]. Nonetheless, prostate cancer can be treated

and managed properly if diagnosed early, where the 5-year survival rates are more

than 95% [30,79].

2.1.3 Risk Factors and Symptoms

Incidence and mortality rates are significantly affected by multiple risk factors, mainly

age, family history, ethnicity, and geography [10,156,184]. Prostate cancer is very rare

in men younger than 40 years. The chances rapidly increase as men get older than 50

years, where 60% of the cases are diagnosed in men older than 65 [184]. Family history

of prostate cancer has been established in the literature to be associated with at least

a two-fold increase in the probability of being diagnosed with the disease [6,156,175].

Aside from the history of prostate cancer in close-family members, men who have

incidences in their distant relatives have higher probability of developing prostate

cancer [6, 45]. African-American men are more likely to be diagnosed with prostate
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cancer than other ethnicities [184, 192]. Moreover, worldwide cancer statistics have

shown that geographic and socioeconomic status have also been linked to a higher

risk of prostate cancer [184, 192]. Men in developed countries are more prone to get

prostate malignancy as opposed to men elsewhere [33,192].

In the early stages of the disease, prostate cancer is asymptomatic and often dis-

covered either during routine exams or while screening for other diseases [8, 75, 125].

More aggressive tumors may result in symptoms similar to other prostate conditions,

such as BPH, and Prostatic Intraepithelial Neoplasia (PIN). These symptoms include

urinary incontinence or obstruction, lower-abdomen pain, hematuria (blood in the

urine or semen) and erectile dysfunction, in addition to more sever manifestations of

metastasized cancer [39, 75, 102]. Multiple diagnostic procedures are used for discov-

ering prostate malignancy and are summarized next.

2.1.4 Diagnosis and Treatment

Screening procedures facilitates the early detection of prostate cancer, in high risk

men who have no symptoms or signs of the disease. These procedures include the

following tests: Digital Rectal Examination (DRE), measuring serum biomarkers

(such as PSA level, PSA velocity, and PSA doubling time, ...), and biopsy guided

by Trans-Rectal Ultrasound(TRUS) [32, 75, 142, 183]. DRE is used to assess the size

and stiffness of the prostate gland [40, 78]. TRUS is performed using a transrectal

ultrasound-probe of central frequency 6–10 MHz [150] (Figure 2.3). However, TRUS

can only provide anatomical guidance, not pathological one, as prostatic malignancy

may present as hypo-echoic (lower intensity than surrounding) or hyper-echoic (higher

intensity) lesions in the sonograms of the prostate [9, 27, 183].
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of a TRUS-guided biopsy showing the
transrectal ultrasound-probe along with the biopsy needle
(from http://www.webmd.com/prostate-cancer/transrectal-prostate-biopsy – figure by

Healthwise Staff – Primary Medical Reviewer E. Gregory Thompson, MD - Internal

Medicine – Specialist Medical Reviewer Christopher G. Wood, MD, FACS - Urology,

Oncology – current as of November 2015).

Although prostate cancer screening has led to a 45% decrease in mortality rates,

over-treatment has risen as a critical concern due to the inability of current screening

standards to accurately differentiate between indolent and aggressive cancers [49,

74, 95, 168]. Moreover, a high level of PSA in the serum is not specific to prostate

cancer since other conditions such as BPH also lead to an increase in the PSA level.

Nowadays, PSA screening is rarely performed in men younger than 45 [45,163].

Suspicion of prostate cancer often arises following an abnormal DRE or an el-

evated PSA level (≥ 4 ng/ml) [27, 82, 195]. A definitive diagnosis is made using

the histopathology analysis of specimens collected during core needle biopsy of the
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prostate under TRUS guidance [31, 127], as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Originally,

TRUS-guided biopsy was performed using the sextant systematic approach where six

cores were collected from the left and right sides of the base, mid and apex of the

prostate [169]. To increase the biopsy yield, an extended technique is adopted where

8–12 cores are collected instead of just 6 specimens [169]. Biopsy cores are analyzed by

pathologists using microscopic high-resolution imaging where cells and cell networks

are examined for cancerous infiltration. Histopathology analysis is a labor intensive

process that is subjective to the expertise and skills of the pathologist [61].

Prostate cancer is heterogeneous, where malignant cells usually reside in between

normal cells along different locations of the organ. As a consequence, TRUS-guided

biopsies result in more than 30% false negatives, where cancer lesions are missed,

and repeat biopsies are needed for accurate diagnosis [32, 109, 161, 162]. In addition,

cancer grades are underestimated in about 48% of patients and overestimated in

up to 67% of cases [28, 60, 109, 161]. In order to reduce inaccurate diagnostic rates,

TRUS-guided biopsies are required to be transformed into targeted procedures, where

high risk areas are sampled. Recent approaches have been proposed to guide biopsy

procedures using Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging [181, 182] or MR-TRUS fusion

[41, 143, 172]. However, the ability to obtain accurate diagnosis using ultrasound

remains a priority due to the wide availability and relatively low cost of this modality

[152]. In Section 2.2, we review the literature concerning methods for guided prostate

biopsies.

For the detection of metastasized cancer, multiple imaging modalities are used

such as Computed Tomography (CT), bone scan, and Positron Emission Tomography

(PET) [91,92, 187]. The choice of imaging modality is often directed by the location
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of the suspected metastasis, for example CT is used to detect metastasized lymph

nodes since this modality provides detailed visualization of the anatomical structures

in the body [91].

Disease prognosis and treatment decisions highly depend on grading of biopsy

cores and on disease staging. Grading determines the cancer aggressiveness in the

cores through histopathology analysis using the Gleason system. A grade between

1-5 is assigned for the dominant cancer pattern (primary) and the second dominant

pattern (secondary) [48,58]. A Gleason score is then calculated by calculating the sum

of the primary and secondary grades. Disease staging depends on the Gleason scores

of the biopsy cores, the PSA levels and other tests used for metastasis detection.

One of the most prominent staging systems is the American Joint Committee on

Cancer (AJCC) TNM system [187]. The T category describes the extent of the

primary tumor, whereas the N category relays if the cancer has spread to nearby

lymph nodes. The M category reports whether the cancer has metastasized to other

parts of the body [187].

Once prostate cancer is diagnosed, determining the appropriate treatment is a

complex process that depends on the disease stage and the life expectancy of the

patient [91, 92]. For indolent cancer, active surveillance and watchful waiting have

emerged as better alternatives, where PSA level measurement, DRE exam, MR imag-

ing, and TRUS-guided biopsy are performed regularly according to a predefined sched-

ule [91, 168]. It should be noted that most of the diagnosed malignancies in the

prostate are indolent [5]. More aggressive treatment options include external-beam

radiation therapy, brachytherapy, cryotherapy, chemotherapy, Radical Prostatectomy

(RP), and androgen deprivation therapy [91,113,145,165,179].
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2.2 Imaging modalities for Prostate Biopsy

This section reviews the literature of image-guided approaches for prostate-biopsy

procedures using different imaging modalities. As mentioned earlier, current practice

in ultrasound-guided prostate biopsies is predominantly blind to the pathology of

patients. Malignant lesions can be easily missed leading to a high rate of false neg-

atives [32, 109, 161, 162]. Advances in imaging technologies have geared the research

efforts towards developing image-guidance systems. The goal of guiding biopsy pro-

cedures is to increase the biopsy yield and decrease the number of unwanted biopsies.

Augmenting these procedures with tissue-specific information facilitates targeting

high-risk areas during specimen collection. Here, we summarize the state-of-the-art

in ultrasound- and MR-based approaches used for guiding prostate biopsies.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, prostate cancer is a multi-focal heterogeneous ma-

lignancy [25]. Multiple cancerous loci are usually found in the gland where normal

cells are infiltrated by malignant cells. Biopsy detection rates are therefore greatly

affected [28, 60, 109]. Cancer lesions are not always detectable on TRUS images as

cancerous tissues in the prostate are characterized with a wide range of echogenesity.

Patient-specific biopsy guidance cannot be achieved using TRUS imaging only. Cur-

rent practice in TRUS guidance of prostate biopsies is considered as an anatomical

guidance more than a pathological one.

The overarching goal of biopsy guidance is to equip practitioners with sufficient

tissue-information in order to detect clinically-significant malignancy. A worldwide

postmortem study has shown that more than 40% of men over the age of 50 had

undiagnosed prostate cancer [62]. Therefore, reducing the rate of over-diagnosing

slow-growing asymptomatic disease is a significant challenge in diagnostic oncology [3,
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77].

Advancements in imaging technologies facilitate the extraction of tissue specific

information that can be used to inform physicians about high risk areas during biop-

sies. The two most prominent imaging modalities for prostate biopsy guidance are

ultrasound and MR imaging [169, 180]. Some research-focused centers also use CT

for guiding prostate biopsies [54, 180]. Currently, prostate-cancer research focused

on imaging technologies is oriented toward improving diagnostic standards, mainly

biopsies. The aim is not to replace these standards since changing such procedures is

a non-trivial task that requires strong reproducible evidence for the alternatives.

2.2.1 Ultrasound

For over five decades, ultrasound has been utilized as a medical imaging modality

to generate visual representations of internal organs and tissues in the human body

[34]. Ultrasound images are generated based on acoustic-wave reflection from scanned

tissues. A transducer sends repeated pulses of sound waves and receives the echoes

(reflections and backscattered signals) from the organs and tissues in the sonicated

area. Complex post-processing of Radio-Frequency (RF) echo signals received by

the transducer is performed to generate the conventional Brightness-mode (B-mode)

images visualized on the screen of ultrasound machines [71]. After its advent in

1970s, trans-rectal ultrasound probes enabled the visualization of prostate and have

been since used to qualitatively-guide biopsy procedures by providing information on

size and boundaries to detect malignant lesions in the gland [66,181].

Ultrasound has become one the most prominent imaging modality in the medical

field and it has been accepted as a standard imaging and guiding technique for many
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diagnostic procedures in oncology, especially in prostate cancer [37, 119]. Multiple

factors played a role in the prevalence of this technology. These factors include

its ability to generate real-time images that facilitate medical procedures and its

relatively low cost in comparison with other modalities such as MR and CT [66].

Moreover, sonography is one of the least harmful imaging techniques as it is non-

ionizing and has no known side effects [29]. This modality is highly portable and

accessible, where it can be easily used in remote areas. Yet, it suffers from lack of

contrast due to low signal-to-noise ratio and the presence of speckle in images leading

to difficulties in accurately differentiating tissue types on sonograms [123].

2.2.1.A Sonography with Color Enhancement

Color Doppler Ultrasound (CDUS) and Color Enhanced Ultrasound (CEUS) were

introduced to allow the visualization of perfusion in order to gain contrast between

malignant and benign tissue based on tumor neovascularity [37]. Multiple studies

have been published to describe the utility of CDUS and CEUS in characterizing

cancerous tissue for prostate cancer [43, 89,154,155].

A fundamental problem in doppler-based cancer detection is that the signals

backscattered from moving red blood-cells are weaker than those of surrounding tis-

sue. A significant frequency shift is, therefore, needed to separate the signals of blood

vessels from others. Consequently, doppler-based approaches have higher accuracy for

visualizing blood flow in larger vessels and less accurate for micro-vascularization re-

lated to malignant angiogenesis [123]. As such, the use of doppler-based approaches

is not common for the detection of prostate cancer. An ultrasonic contrast agent

is employed in CEUS to increase the intensity of the signals scattered from blood
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cells; and, in turn, ensures a better contrast for visualizing micro-vascularization

than CDUS [37,123]. However, legal and technical difficulties have limited the use of

the contrast agent for prostate-cancer detection [123].

2.2.1.B Elastography

Elastography is another ultrasound-based imaging technique that is used to depict

tissue elasticity, which was originally detected using DRE [37, 59]. Malignant tissue

are usually stiffer than normal ones due to the changes in tissue microstructures such

as the increase of cellular density and decrease in glandular tissues. Two types of

elastography have been used to detect elastic difference between malignant tissue and

its benign surrounding [37].

The first type is strain elastography where a compression of the scanned tissue is

performed using the ultrasound probe. This type of elastography has a reproducibility

issue since it is operator dependent [37]. The second elastography approach uses

acoustic radiation force to generate a shear wave that propagates through the tissue

instead of mechanical tissue-compression. Both elastography approaches were used

for tissue characterization in prostate cancer [24, 42,100,122,133].

One of the main disadvantages of elastography is the complexity of computations

needed for cross-correlation analysis performed to compare the signals before and

after compression. Moreover, prostate cancer characteristics such as its multi-focal

disposition and its heterogeneity limit the use of elastography in everyday’s clinical

procedures [37, 123].
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2.2.1.C Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound

A more recent ultrasound-based imaging technique is Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound

(TeUS) also known as RF echo time-series. It has been introduced by Moradi et al. to

differentiate between tissue types [121]. Analyzing temporal sequences of ultrasound

is a promising technique to augment biopsy procedures with tissue-specific informa-

tion for guiding specimen collection to areas that are highly likely to be malignant.

A TeUS signal is a sequence of ultrasound frames collected during sonication of a

stationary tissue over a short period of time - approximately two seconds. These

temporal sequences capture ultrasound echoes of scanned tissue in response to pro-

longed sonication. During scanning, tissue responses vary from one time point to

another and variation patterns have been shown to be tissue specific [121]. Two the-

ories have been proposed to explain the physical phenomenon causing the change in

echointensity during TeUS collection.

The first is an increase in tissue temperature, induced by the acoustic radiation

force of ultrasound, which leads to a change in the speed of sound in different tis-

sue types. Daoud et al. proposed a simulation to estimate the ultrasound induced

increase in tissue temperature. They also demonstrated that a change in the temper-

ature causes the acoustic waves to travel faster in the scanned medium causing the

echointensities to vary as well [46].

The second theory is micro-vibrations in acoustic scatterer caused by low-frequency,

low-amplitude external vibrations or pulsation and perfusion. Azizi et al. captured

a low frequency component in TeUS signals that played a key role in tissue charac-

terization. Their findings suggested that this component may be the frequency of an

internal or external vibration picked up by TeUS [12]. In a recent publication Bayat
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et al. presented finite element models and TeUS simulations to inspect the role of

micro-vibrations relayed by TeUS in revealing the difference between tissue types [19].

Since its introduction, TeUS has been used for tissue characterization in the

prostate, breast and for ablation [2, 12, 85, 87, 120, 130, 191]. For the work presented

in this dissertation, TeUS is the imaging modality used for data collection in prostate

cancer-patients.

2.2.1.D Ultrasound-based Features

Feature-based tissue typing techniques have gained a significant amount of attention

by researchers in the field of diagnostic oncology. These approaches use features,

such as spectral-based parameters and texture-based features, extracted from either

B-mode images, RF echo signals, or RF echo time-series (TeUS) to increase the

contrast between different tissue types [37, 121, 123, 135]. Characterization of tissues

using such features is rooted in the premise that echo signals, backscattered from the

imaged area, depend on the micro-structure of tissues. From histopathology, we also

know that malignant and benign tissue have different microscopic structures [135].

These features are therefore used to supplement ultrasound-guided prostate biopsies

with tissue-specific information to assist in targeting the regions that are most likely

to be malignant.

Spectral Features: Since the 1970s, scattering related parameters, such as

backscattering coefficients, acoustic attenuation and scatterer properties, have been

estimated using multiple parameters extracted from the spectrum of RF echo sig-

nals (single RF lines) [107, 123, 135]. Feleppa et al. were the first to use spectral
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features, namely intercept, slope and midband of the linear-regression fit of the spec-

trum, for tissue typing in prostate cancer [50,52]. In a later study, they demonstrated

an increase of 20% in the Area Under the Receiver Operating characteristics (ROC)

Curve (AUC) for tissue classification in 64 prostate cancer patients using spectral

features [51]. Additionally, high order spectral features were used for tissue charac-

terization in TRUS images of 144 patients [137].

For TeUS data, spectral features were extracted from ex vivo RF time series

(not single RF lines) along with the fractal dimension to characterize prostate cancer

tissues [120]. Imani et al. used wavelet and mean central frequency features extracted

from in vivo TeUS signals for tissue typing in prostate cancer [85]. More recently,

automatic spectral feature extraction was proposed by Azizi et al. for the detection

of prostate malignancy in TeUS signals of 158 patients [12]. A fundamental problem

with using spectral domain analysis is the lack of a practical implementation for

calibration and the proper compensation for the attenuation of acoustic signals [135].

In addition, the features extracted from TeUS signals in the spectral domain do not

have information about the temporal-order of the time-series.

Texture Features: Texture-based features are extracted from B-mode images

after boundary detection and were also used for tissue typing in prostate. These

features are used to inspect the speckle patterns that reflect structural information

about scanned tissues [35, 63, 117, 123]. Some features are derived from first and

second order statistics of pixel intensities in a Region of Interest (ROI), for example

standard deviation, kurtosis and angular second moment. Speckle signal-to-noise

ratio is another example of texture features [123].

For tissue characterization, texture features are usually used along other spectral
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or clinical features. Han et al. combined a group of texture (brightness and multi-

resolution autocorrelation coefficients) and clinical features (location and shape of

tumor) to characterize tissues in 51 prostate-cancer patients [63]. Texture-based

statistical features are dependent on the imaging system and on the spatial scale

used [132]. Hence, results reproducibility is a key challenge for tissue-characterization

using texture-based features.

2.2.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Over the last decade, the interest in MR as an imaging modality for prostate biopsy

guidance has increased, fueled by the technological advances that introduced quali-

tative and quantitative improvements such as faster data collection, and higher reso-

lution [153]. MR imaging is a non-invasive diagnostic technique that uses a magnetic

field and radio waves to generate 2-D and 3-D images of internal organs and tissue

in the body. This imaging modality has a superior quality in the anatomical details

revealed and it is most suitable for imaging soft-tissue.

Cross-sectional MR images are produced based on the nuclear magnetic resonance

of hydrogen atoms in the body induced by radio waves. The magnetic field causes

protons in the water molecules of the scanned tissue to get realigned (magnetized).

A radio wave is then used to perturb this realignment. The atoms go back to their

resting alignment through multiple relaxation processes and emit radio-frequency

signals throughout the process. Depending on the timing of signal measurement,

different MR images are generated, namely T1- and T2-weighted images [67]. Multi-

Parametric MR (mp-MR) is a functional imaging used to supplement the original

anatomical modalities (T1 and T2). Three different mp-MR imaging sequences are
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currently utilized for prostate cancer detection: Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced (DCE),

Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) and Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC). In

addition, MR spectroscopy is another less eminent functional MR approach for ma-

lignancy detection in the prostate [14, 72,104].

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines for prostate

cancer recommends the use of MRI after initial diagnosis in high-risk patients mainly

to determine the extent of the disease and to detect potential metastasis [91, 118].

MR imaging is also used for active surveillance in low-risk patients [168]. Recent

publications have shown a increased interest, supported by evidence, to include MR

imaging in the guidelines of prostate cancer diagnosis before referring the patient

to a biopsy [4, 136]. This adoption of this imaging modality for prostate cancer

diagnosis is still arguable due to multiple factors including the heterogeneity of image

quality among centers, patient specific challenges such as hip metalwork, subjective

interpretation of radiologists, and tumor sparsity, size and grade [14]. Furthermore,

the cost and availability of this modality are other challenges facing MR imaging

especially in remote centers. Standardization efforts such as the Prostate Imaging

Reporting and Data System (PI-RADS) [13] facilitate the inclusion of this imaging

modality in the procedural standards for early prostate cancer detection.

Many research and clinical centers have oriented their efforts towards the develop-

ment of biopsy-guidance systems using MR imaging. Anatomical and functional MR

sequences were used to assist in identifying cancer lesions through three different guid-

ance approaches [53, 65, 118]. First approach is an in-bore specimen collection where

the biopsy procedure is performed within the MR magnet [147, 157, 182, 188]. Intra-

operative MR images are co-registered with pre-operative ones that were acquired
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for the detection of lesions. Second way is a cognitive targeting where physicians

are informed by pre-operative MR images and mentally locate the MR-identified le-

sions on TRUS images. Then, they attempt to target these areas during biopsy

[118, 126, 144, 181]. The third approach is the fusion of MR and TRUS images in

order to register the MR-identified lesions on TRUS scans used for biopsy guid-

ance [11, 93, 143, 166] . Several MR-TRUS fusions systems have been commercial-

ized such as Urostation1, Uronav2, Artemis3, and Biopsee4 [110]. In a recent study,

Wegelin el al. have shown that in-bore MR-guided biopsy had a better yield in

clinically significant cancer over cognitive guidance and had comparable results with

fusion approach [194]. TRUS-MR fusion suffer from registration problems between

the two modalities. Pre-operative alignment between MR and TRUS images often

gets distorted after a biopsy or when a patient moves.

It is important to note that MR as an imaging modality is considered expen-

sive, time consuming; moreover it is not as widely available for prostate guidance as

ultrasound-based approaches. In addition, radiologists acceptance and understanding

of this modality are another challenge for MR [138]. For prostate cancer diagnosis,

small lesions with low grade malignancy are less likely to be detected using MR

imaging [14,72]. Therefore, the ability to obtain accurate diagnosis using ultrasound

remains a priority due to the wide availability and relatively low cost of this modal-

ity. TeUS as an ultrasound-based technique has a great potential to improve the

caner yield of prostate biopsy. Furthermore, TeUS-based guidance approach that

provide color-maps of high risk areas assists in compensating for registration errors

1Koelis, Grenoble, France
2In Vivo, USA
3Eigen Inc., California, USA
4Pi Medical, Athens, Greece
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in TRUS-MR fusion techniques.

2.3 Machine Learning Approaches for Prostate Cancer Diagnosis

Machine Learning (ML) is the automation of data analysis and model building needed

to perform a specific task such as classification and clustering. Disease prediction is

often done using a classifier that learns patterns, structures or features from a set of

data labeled to reflect the existence of a disease or its absence. The learned infor-

mation is then used to provide a label for not-previously-seen data. Dimensionality

reduction approaches are utilized to produce an adequate set of features that sum-

marize the information relayed by the data. Regression approaches and modeling

techniques are also used to provide a description (model) of the training data.

For prostate cancer diagnosis using imaging data, the task of differentiating be-

tween types of tissue, known as tissue characterization or typing, is essential. Machine-

learning methods are employed to automate the process of tissue typing, as well as,

to derive tissue-specific features informed by the available imaging data. In this sec-

tion, we focus our discussion on two complementary categories of machine-learning

approaches: feature generation and classification used for prostate cancer diagnosis

using ultrasound imaging data. The detection of cancer is based on classifying the

generated features as either malignant or benign.

In diagnostic oncology, imaging data is often scarce and expensive to collect. Its

scarcity is due to multiple factors including disease heterogeneity and the significant

amount of time required for data acquisition/patient recruitment. Various ethical

and legal approvals are also needed for using such data in research. Moreover, this

type of data is usually highly imbalanced due to the lack of healthy people willing and
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allowed to take part in data collection that is sometimes invasive, such as biopsies.

Consequently, generalizing and reproducing the findings of published work on tissue

characterization using machine learning approaches remain as pressing challenges for

researchers. To cope with these challenges, different approaches are proposed in the

literature. To adjust the balance of imaging data, bootstrapping, over- and under-

sampling approaches were used, such as synthetic minority oversampling technique

(SMOTE) [36, 56]. One way of addressing the lack of generalizability, is the use of

regularization approaches, such as the injection of noise into the training data to

account for the under-represented variations [23, 55,174].

Next, we discuss the machine learning methods employed for prostate cancer di-

agnosis either as feature generation techniques or classifiers. The list of explained

methods is not a comprehensive one as there is a plethora of approaches adopted for

computer-aided diagnosis. We focus on the methods that were repeatedly used with

ultrasound data and mainly TeUS signals for the detection of prostate cancer. We

also discuss, in more detail, Hidden Markov models, since in this dissertation, we

introduce their application on TeUS data.

2.3.1 Feature Generation Approaches

Feature generation is the process of constructing a set of attributes to represent a

dataset using either modeling, matrix decomposition, or other manual or automatic

techniques mostly based on domain knowledge. In this section, we discuss three fea-

ture generation approaches used in the literature of prostate-cancer detection: two

modeling techniques, linear regression and deep belief networks, and a matrix decom-

position approach, independent component analysis .
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2.3.1.A Linear Regression

Linear Regression is a modeling technique that finds the relationship between a de-

pendent variable and another explanatory independent variable [159]. It generates a

linear combination of the predictor variables weighted by regressive coefficients that

can be used as a predictive model [159]. It is not suitable for modeling non-linear

relationships and is limited for prediction of numeric output.

Feleppa et al. extracted the spectral-features, discussed in Section 2.2.1.D, from

the line fit to the power spectrum of RF echo signals (single RF lines) obtained

by sonicating the tissue of interest [50, 51]. After using Fourier transform to map

the RF signals into the spectral domain, they used a linear regression to explain

the relationship between frequency bandwidth and amplitude in the power spectrum.

Parameters of the line fit generated by the regression, such as the intercept and slope,

are then used as features of RF signals to be modeled for tissue characterization.

Feleppa et al. were the first to use such features calculated from regression fit for

tissue typing in prostate cancer [50, 51]. Moradi et al. extracted features from the

line fit of the power spectrum calculated for ex vivo TeUS signals along with fractal

dimension and employed them for tissue typing in prostate cancer [124]. Imani et al.

utilized similar spectral features Moradi et al. to generate features from their in vivo

TeUS signals collected from prostate cancer patients [85].

2.3.1.B Deep Belief Networks

Deep Belief Networks (DBN) are probabilistic generative models [76,164]. These net-

works are made of multiple connected hidden layers and an observed one. Each layer

is trained as a restricted Boltzmann machine (with undirected connections between
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layers) [76]. DBNs are usually used to detect features in the input data.

Recently, DBN gained a significant attention from medical-imaging researchers

and has been applied for modeling different types of data. The main advantage of

DBNs is their ability to discover informative representation of data, and, in turn, con-

tributing to feature engineering originally performed solely by human experts [164].

Besides being computationally expensive, large scale data is required for effective deep

learning and to ensure proper generalizability. Azizi et al. proposed training DBNs

on TeUS signals in the spectral domain to automatically generate a set of descriptive

features which will be then used to build a classifier for the data [12]. DBNs were also

used to model histopathology images of colon cancer where automatically generated

features were used to detect malignant tissue [196].

2.3.1.C Independent Component Analysis

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a dimensionality reduction approach. It

uses a matrix decomposition technique to generate a set of statistically independent

variables from a set of signals or features [84]. For feature generation, it expresses the

set of features as a linear combination of uncorrelated and statistically independent

components which can be further used to train a classifier. This method requires

significant computational time and resources especially when analyzing large-scale

data. A fundamental assumption imposed in ICA is the non-Guassianity of data

distributions. One of the problem of this appraoch is over-fitting [83].

The utility of ICA for differentiating tissue types was shown by Lai et al. using

simulated ultrasound images [103]. Imani et al. used a joint ICA algorithm to select

the most informative and independent combination of features extracted from in vivo
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TeUS signals. The independent components were selected out of a mixed group

of three sets of spectral features, fractal dimension features and wavelet transform

coefficients of RF time-series. They then trained a classifier for characterizing TeUS

signals of prostate tissues using the independent components [86].

2.3.2 Classification Approaches

Classification is a supervised learning task where the differentiation between two or

more classes (categories) is learned from a training set of labeled data then it is used

to predict the class of unlabeled instances. Here, we discuss two types of classifiers

employed for tissue typing: two distance-based approaches, k-nearest neighbors and

support vector machines, and a modeling approach, artificial neural networks. None

of these classification methods model temporality in the data, unlike our proposed

stochastic classifier based on hidden Markov models.

2.3.2.A k-Nearest Neighbor

The k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) method was introduced in the early 50s and has been

since used for classification tasks [140]. It is based on measuring the distance (com-

monly Eucledian distance) between data instances using their features. To assign a

label for a test instance, its distances from labeled data items are calculated. The

instance is then classified according to the class (label) of a number (K) of neighbors

with the closest distance to the tested data. The learning process of this classifier is

computationally expensive when large datasets are used. In addition, kNN’s perfor-

mance depends on the number and informativeness of the features used for distance

calculation.
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kNN has been employed in multiple application domains including tissue charac-

terization in imaging data of prostate cancer. Llobet et al. proposed the adoption of

a kNN classifier to detect malignant regions in TRUS images of the prostate [108].

They utilized texture-based feature extracted from the ultrasound images to train

their classifier. kNN was also used to find metastatic gastric cancer using spectroscopy

images [105].

2.3.2.B Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a widely-used classification method in multiple ap-

plication fields including tissue typing in cancer using ultrasound and MR data [158].

Training an SVM entails searching for a hyperplane capable of separating the data

in two classes using different kernels. The data points are mapped to a higher di-

mensional space where such a hyperplane can be found [176]. A kernel function is

used for the mapping process. This method is more suitable for a binary classifi-

cation tasks than one with multiple classes as there is no consensus on a optimal

design for multi-class approach [80]. SVMs are sensitive to the selection of the ker-

nel function and its parameters. In addition, this classifier is characterized with a

high algorithmic complexity and has expensive memory requirements especially for

large-scale datasets.

For prostate cancer, SVMs have been used to separate data from different imaging

modalities, such as histopathology, ultrasound and MR imaging [85,99,111,120,178].

Lopes et al. employed SVMs to detect prostate cancer using fractal features extracted

from T2W MR-images [111]. Sung et al. characterized tissues utilizing SVMs to

differentiate between kinetic features calculated from DCE images. For TeUS data,
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Moradi et al. extracted spectral features and fractal dimension from ex vivo temporal

ultrasound data to train an SVM for tissue typing in prostate cancer [120]. Wavelet

transform and mean central frequency were utilized to build and SVM classifier for

in vivo TeUS signals collected from prostate cancer patients [85]. In another TeUS

characterization study, Azizi et al. used SVM to classify automatically-extracted

features of TeUS signals. Their ground truth was obtained from biopsy histopathology

analysis unlike previous studies, which used whole-mount analysis [12].

2.3.2.C Artificial Neural Networks

In the computer-aided diagnosis literature, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are

another type of classifier adopted to differentiate between data classes such as tissue

type or disease absence/presence learned from a variety of data types. An ANN

represents a non-linear function that maps a set of inputs to set of outputs [15].

Different network structures were proposed in the literature such as single preceptron,

feedforward, and Hopefield networks. ANNs demonstrated great success due to their

tolerance to noisy or faulty data and to find a linear or non-linear mapping between

input and output even with the absence of physical relations [70]. Their performance

however highly depends on the quality and quantity of the data analyzed as well as

on the chosen network structure [15].

Feleppa et al. proposed the use of ANN to differentiate between spectral and

clinical features of RF echo signals collected during TRUS imaging of the prostate [50].

The RF signals were labeled using biopsy histophathology analysis. Moradi et al. have

employed a feedforward neural network structure to map spectral features calculated

from ex vivo TeUS time-series data collected from prostate tissue to malignant/benign
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classes [124]. They used whole-mount histopathology analysis as their ground truth

for labeling prostate tissue.

2.3.3 Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov models (HMM) represent sequential data, especially time series, as

stochastic processes through capturing repetitive patterns and motifs in the data

[20, 148, 149]. They belong to the family of graphical models similar to DBN and

bayesian networks [170]. HMMs are based on probabilistic dependency and hence are

well suited for describing time-varying sequences. We use HMMs for modeling TeUS

data and the work is presented in Chapter 4. Therefore, we are going to expand

our discussion on the applications of HMMs beyond oncological tissue characteriza-

tion. HMMs are modeling tools so they are intrinsically an unsupervised approach.

Yet, they may be informed by data labels and the learned HMMs can be used in a

classification framework.

One of the attractive properties of HMMs is their ability to model complex non-

stationary processes. They are often used when the modeled data is generated by

an unobservable or unknown process which can be estimated using HMMs [148].

Training HMMs generates descriptive data models and is based on maximizing the

log likelihood of the data given the model parameters. As classifiers, HMMs can be

used to label data either according to the likelihood of being generated by the model

of each data class or by using HMM’s hidden variables and the path each test data

takes to pass through model’s states. Their learning process is sensitive to the initial

parameters and is prone to getting trapped in local optima.

HMMs have been applied to a wide range of clinical data. They are typically used
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to model time-dependent physiological processes (e.g. heartbeats [38, 141]), or the

progression of disease-risk over time [68]. HMMs are also used within and outside the

biomedical domain to model sequence-data such as text [106], proteins [173], DNA

sequences [69] and others [116,186]. In this dissertation, we use them to model TeUS

signals, where echointensity values recorded in these sequences change over one time

point to another during sonication.

Llobet et al. proposed the use of HMMs for tissue characterization in TRUS im-

ages collected during prostate biopsies. They modeled the echo intensity values along

the biopsy-needle path inside of the scanned tissue [108]. The modeled sequences

in this case are position-dependent rather than time-dependent. They defined two

different model topologies for malignant and benign tissue types.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no previously published studies that report

the application of HMMs to model TeUS signals. RF time-series are time-varying

processes, where echointensities change over the duration of sonication. In addition,

the reason for these changes is still under investigation. Therefore, we assume that

the generating process of these echointensity values is unobservable and we estimate

it using the observations (values) in TeUS signals.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented an overview of the medical background related to

prostate cancer. In addition, we summarized the most prominent imaging modalities

and features proposed for oncological tissue-characterization. Finally, we reviewed

machine-learning methods employed for detecting malignancy mainly in the prostate.

We also provided a discussion about HMMs as a modeling technique and a classi-

fier since it is our adopted methodology. The work carried out for this dissertation
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aims to complement previous studies on tissue characterization using TeUS by ex-

plicitly modeling the temporal signature of TeUS. We then use it as a tool for further

investigations about TeUS signals and their temporal properties.
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Chapter 3

Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound Data

In God we trust, all others must

bring data.

William Edwards Deming

This chapter presents the Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound (TeUS) data used for

the evaluation of our stochastic tissue characterization approach, which is described

in Chapter 4, for the study of the impact of TeUS temporal-properties, discussed

in Chapter 5 and for training the models whose malignancy prediction is compared

with mp-MR markings in Chapter 6. In section 3.1, we describe the data acquisition

process followed by a summary of the method used to establish a ground truth for

characterizing prostate cancer tissue1 in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 provides a descrip-

tion of the data to be analyzed, whereas Section 3.4 explains the process of Region

of Interest (ROI) selection. Finally, we describe our proposed time-domain represen-

tation of TeUS data in Section 3.5.

1The data collection process was originally performed by Imani et al. and published in [85]
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Table 3.1: Details of equipment and imaging parameters used for TeUS data
collection

Ultrasound Machine SonixTouch
Ultrasound Probe BPL9-5/55
Probe Array Linear
Central Frequency 6.67 MHz
Depth 5 cm
Number of Scan-lines 64
Beam-forming Delay & Sum

3.1 Data Acquisition

A cohort of fourteen prostate cancer patients was recruited, following institutional

ethics board approval. All fourteen patients provided informed consent to participate

in the study. Radical Prostatectomy (RP) was selected as the treatment option for

this cohort of patients. Two sets of ultrasound images were collected from each

participant, a fan of B-mode images and another fan of RF frames.

Pre-operatively, in vivo ultrasound images were acquired from the prostates of all

participating patients. A SonixTouch ultrasound machine 2 [190] was used to scan

the patients using the side-firing transducer of BPL9-5/55 trans-rectal probe at a

frequency of 6.67 MHz (Table 3.1). A clinician was holding a cradle, where the probe

was mounted [85]. For each patient, the radiologist collected a fan of parasagittal

B-mode images at intervals of 0.5◦, where the size of each pixel was 0.12 × 0.12

mm. The collected ultrasound images were then reconstructed into a 3D image with

0.12 mm isotropic voxels to be used later during the multi-step registration process

performed to establish the ground truth (see Section 3.2). Afterwards, a fan of 2-D

RF frames was acquired with a rotational interval of 2◦ and a 0.85 mm lateral by

2Analogic Ultrasound, Massachusetts, United States of America
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Figure 3.1: Fiducial placement. Top: Reconstructed 3D MR volume show-
ing the fiducials on prostate surface. Bottom: Prescribed fidu-
cial layout. Figure reproduced with permission from Imani et
al.’s work [85]

0.04 mm axial pixel size. For each imaging location, the probe was kept stationary

for slightly less than 3 seconds to collect a TeUS sequence (RF time series) with a

rate of 77 frame/sec. The collected TeUS sequences consisted of 128 RF frames.

After resection, extracted prostate specimens were processed according to a pro-

tocol that facilitates 3-D reconstruction of whole-mount histopathology [57]. The

prostate glands were fixed in a 10% buffered formalin solution. Strand-like fiducials

that are visible during MR and histopathology imaging were implanted inside and

around the specimens according to a prescribed layout, shown in Figure 3.1 [57]. Next,

ex vivo MR images were collected from the fixed prostate specimens with fiducials

using Discorvery MR750 scanner3 at 3 Tesla. A T1-weighted protocol was adopted

3GE Healthcare, Waukesha, USA
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for image acquisition, where the voxel size was 0.3 mm3. After MR imaging, the spec-

imens were cut into three to five 4.4 mm thick sections and embedded with paraffin

in preparation for histopathology analysis. Slices of 4 µm thick, cut out of each sec-

tion, were then placed on positively charged slides and stained with hematoxylin and

eosin. High resolution histology images of the stained tissue were acquired using a

ScanScope GL4, where pixel size was 0.5 µm. Finally, a clinician contoured areas

with Gleason grade ≥ 3 as well as regions with BPH, PIN and atrophy. Contoured

areas were confirmed by a genitourinary pathologist.

3.2 Ground Truth

To obtain a ground truth for tissue-characterization, the echo-intensities correspond-

ing to malignant and to benign regions in the prostate, were identified using demarca-

tions from postoperative-histopathology analysis of tissues [22, 85]. The registration

of ultrasound images and high-resolution histopathology images is a challenging pro-

cedure. Figure 3.2 shows the intersection (line) of a histopathology cross-section and

TeUS imaging plane along with a three-dimensional representation of the prostate.

Thus, MR was used as an intermediary modality, where registration was performed

over two steps [85]:

1. Histopathology to ex vivo MR Registration: this process was performed

through a fiducial-based algorithm using a 2D-3D affine transformation of each

histopathology image and its corresponding MR image [57].

2. Ex vivo MR to in vivo Ultrasound Registration: Following manual

and automatic segmentation of the prostate on images of both modalities, the

4Aperio Tech., Vista, USA
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Figure 3.2: A 3D representation of the prostate volume along with a
parasagital ultrasound image, acquired using a transrectal
probe, in addition to a histopahology image. The figure shows
the intersection of both imaging planes, a line where ground
truth annotations are used to label ROIs.
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Figure 3.3: A Sequence of ultrasound images corresponding to RF frames
of a patient’s prostate along with its respective TeUS time se-
ries.The sequence contains 128 frames, each corresponding to a
single point in time

boundaries of the organ, on MR and ultrasound, were rigidly aligned. Then, an

intensity-based affine registration was performed [85,94].

3.3 Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound Data Description

TeUS data comprises time series of ultrasound echo-intensities reflected from a scanned

tissue over time. The echo-intensities collected to be used in forming the ultrasound

image of the scanned tissue at each time point are referred to as a Radio-Frequency

(RF frame).

Figure 3.3 shows a sequence of 128 ultrasound images corresponding to RF frames

during sonography from a prostate, along with the time-series representation of a

typical TeUS signal. In our data, each RF frame consists of 1276×64 intensity values

(i.e. RF values), which imply 1276 samples in the axial direction and 64 in the lateral
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Figure 3.4: An example of an RF frame, consisting of 1276 samples in the
axial direction and 64 in the lateral direction. The grid divides
each RF frame into ROIs. The white circle shows the boundaries
of the prostate. The solid red lines point to ROIs labeled as
malignant, while the dashed green arrows point to ROIs labeled
as benign.

direction as shown in Figure 3.4 and its corresponding TeUS time series is 128 frames

long. By applying image segmentation to the ultrasound image, the boundaries of

the prostate are delineated and the echo-intensities corresponding to the organ are

located. Figure 3.4 shows the boundaries of the prostate encircled in white.

Ultrasound imaging techniques do not provide accurate information about the

location of very small objects, due to the scattering phenomenon: the echoes reflected

from such small objects in soft tissues are scattered in all directions rather than solely

in the direction back to the transducer [71]. Thus, the annotation of ultrasound

images is based on groups of RF values, not a single value, corresponding to areas

known as ROIs, which can be easily visualized by clinicians. Imani et al. proposed

the use of an ROI size of 1.7×1.7mm [85], which we also use for the work presented
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Table 3.2: Primary and secondary Gleason grades for all fourteen patients

Patient Gleason Score

1 3+3, 3+4, 4+4
2 3+3, 3+4, 4+3, 4+4
3 3+3, 3+4, 4+3, 4+4
4 3+3, 3+4, 4+4
5 3+3, 3+4, 4+3, 4+4
6 3+3, 3+4, 4+4
7 3+3, 3+4, 4+4
8 3+3, 3+4, 4+3, 4+4
9 3+3, 4+3
10 3+3, 3+4
11 3+3
12 3+3
13 3+3, 3+4, 4+3, 4+4
14 3+3,3+4, 4+3, 4+4, 3+5, 4+5, 5+5

in this dissertation. A grid of 1.7×1.7mm squares is overlaid on each RF frame. The

grid divides each frame into ROIs of 44 values in the axial direction and 2 values in

the lateral direction. The ROI grid is depicted in Figure 3.4. The ROIs are labeled

according to the histopathology annotations registered to the ultrasound. The solid

red arrows point to ROIs labeled as malignant, while the dashed green arrows point

to ROIs labeled as benign.

The 14 patients participating in this study had prostate cancer (stage II) as con-

firmed by histopathology analysis of specimens collected during biopsy. Therefore,

radical prostatectomy was the proper treatment for these patients. Primary and

secondary Gleason grade obtained from post-operative histopathology analysis are

reported in Table 3.2 for all of the participants. Patients 1-8, 13, and 14 had domi-

nant lesions with an average size of 19 mm and a maximum of 4 cm. The Gleason

scores for patients 1-8 and 13 ranged from 6 to 8, whereas patient 14 had malignant
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regions with up to 10 in Gleason score. For patients 9-12, the average size of cancer-

ous lesions was 7mm (smaller than the rest of the patients) and their Gleason scores

were less than 8, yet they had multiple regions labeled as PIN. Small lesions that did

not appear in consecutive slices were not selected since the size of clinically significant

malignant lesions is ≥ 0.5 cubic centimeters.

3.4 Regions of Interest Selection

Malignant and benign ROIs were selected from the annotated ultrasound images of

patients and their corresponding TeUS signals were used in the tissue characterization

framework. The ROIs were selected from within the prostate boundaries and those

at the edge were not considered for further analysis to avoid getting affected by

the registration error. Patients 1-8 and 13 contributed malignant and benign ROIs

to the dataset, whereas only benign regions were selected from patients 9-12 as their

cancerous lesions were very small. Patient 14 has Gleason scores higher than all other

patients, therefore, no ROIs where selected from this patient to keep the homogeneity

of Gleason Scores in our training dataset.

To select ROIs, histopathology images are transformed to the coordinates of ultra-

sound RF frames, where selection is performed. Due to difference in imaging planes,

the intersection between an ultrasound image and a contoured histopathology image

is a line. Figure 3.5 shows the histology cross-sections in light-gray lines that are

approximately parallel. It should be noted that the number of lines on the images

depends on the number of cross-section cuts performed for histopathology. Malig-

nant ROIs were only selected where cancer appears in consecutive histology slices

and where the lesion size is ≥ 7 mm. As for benign ROIs, they were selected with a
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Figure 3.5: Histology cross-section on segmented ultrasound images. Se-
lected ROIs are marked on the images with blue stars for benign
ROIs and red stars for malignant ROIs.

safe margin of ≥ 5 mm away from malignancy, PIN, BPH and atrophy.

Data from patients 1-8 and 9-12 were used for the analysis presented in Chapter 4

to directly compare our findings with those of a previous study [85] on the same data.

As the number of malignant and benign ROIs is the same for patients 1-8 and 13,

these ROIs were utilized for the analysis in Chapter 5. The data used in Chapter 6

was collected from patients 1-8 due to the availability of annotated mp-MR images

for these patients (see Section 6.2).

3.5 Time-domain Representation of TeUS Data

Each patient data consists of a set of annotated ROIs, where each ROI is a 128-long

series, defined as:

ROIx = 〈ROIx1 , . . . , ROIx128〉, (3.1)

and x is the ROI number ranging from 1 to 286 for malignant ROIs and to 860 for be-

nign ROIs. The total available data thus consists of 1146 selected ROIs. Each ROIxi
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Table 3.3: The distribution of malignant and benign ROIs over patients.

Patient
Number

Number of ROIs
Malignant Benign

1 42 42
2 17 17
3 64 61
4 29 29
5 35 35
6 18 18
7 28 29
8 30 30
9 0 71
10 0 254
11 0 62
12 0 189
13 23 23

Total 286 860

value is the mean intensity of all 44×2 RF values at the ith time point as mentioned

above. Due to the scattering phenomenon, a single RF value can be attributed to

noise or may be generated by multiple scatterers [71]. Therefore, averaging the infor-

mation of 88 (44×2) RF values into a single mean value reduces the impact of noise

in the TeUS time series without significant loss of information, and helps reduce the

data dimensionality. TeUS Data from the 13 subjects, whose benign and malignant

ROIs are clearly labeled, are used in the analysis described in this dissertation.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, malignant and benign tissues demonstrate different

patterns of echointensity variation during the sonication period. As such, patterns

of echointensity variations can serve as a source of tissue-specific information carried

by TeUS data. To focus the analysis on the variation in values, we calculate the

first-order difference series of each ROIx, transforming the 128-long time series into
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a 127-long series of differences ROI ′x, where:

ROI ′xi = ROIxi+1
−ROIxi , (3.2)

and 1 ≤ i ≤ 127. Since the first-order difference values ROI ′xi are real numbers while

we use discrete observations in our HMMs representation, (see Chapter 4 for details),

we discretize these values into M equally spaced bins of difference subranges. Since

more than 99% of difference-values in our dataset fall in the range between -9 and

9, this range is divided into M subranges (bins). The ordinal number, O, of each

bin is used to represent the values falling in its respective sub-range. As such, the

discretized signal, ROIdx , is defined as follows:

ROIdx = 〈Ok
1 , . . . , O

k
127〉, (3.3)

where Ok
1 is the kth bin number, which is used to represent the value of the first

time-point in the difference signal ROI ′x, 1 ≤ k ≤ M , and M is the total number of

bins. We experimented with different numbers of bins (10, 20, . . . , 50) for the tissue

characterization framework discussed in Chapter 4. For our studies on the temporal

properties of TeUS and the prediction agreement with mp-MR markings, we adopted

10 bins for the discretization of signals as our experiments suggested that M = 10 is

sufficient for effective tissue characterization (see chapters 5 and 6). The discretized-

representations of ROIs, from all patients, are partitioned into two groups: malignant

ROIs – represented as a (286 × 127) matrix, GM, and benign ROIs – represented as

a (860 × 127) matrix, GB. These representations are used to train our models, as

discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Sequential Stochastic Modeling of Temporal

Enhanced Ultrasound for Prostate Cancer

Diagnosis

The algorithm will see you now.

Siddhartha Mukherjee

In this chapter, we introduce our stochastic tissue-characterization approach based

on hidden Markov models (HMMs) for malignancy detection in the prostate. Parts

of this chapters were presented in a study, co-authored by L. Nahlawi, F. Imani, M.

Gaed, J. A. Gomez, M. Moussa, E. Gibson, A. Fenster, A. D. Ward, P. Abolmaesumi,

H. Shatkay, and P. Mousavi:

1. “Prostate cancer: Improved tissue characterization by temporal modeling of

radio-frequency ultrasound echo data”, published in the proceedings of the in-

ternational conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer-Assisted

Intervention (MICCAI), 2016 [130].

Section 4.1 presents the motivation and objectives of our proposed characterization
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(i.e. classification) approach. In Section 4.2, we provide a summary of the temporal

ultrasound data used for training and testing the tissue-classifier. We formally define

hidden Markov models and explain the learning approach in Section 4.3. We discuss

our design decisions related to model structure and we investigate their effect on

tissue-specific information relayed by temporal ultrasound sequences in Section 4.4.

The probabilistic tissue characterization approach is presented in Section 4.5. In

Section 4.7, we present our classification results and discuss their implications as

well as demonstrate the influence of different model-structures on capturing sufficient

tissue-information for accurate classification. Finally, Section 4.8 summarizes and

concludes the work presented in this chapter.

4.1 Motivation and Objectives

Research on ultrasound-based tissue characterization focuses on analyzing features

extracted from single ultrasound frames. As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, a dif-

ferent way of utilizing ultrasound is by acquiring TeUS data, which is a sequence of

ultrasound frames captured from sonicating tissue over a short period of time, without

intentionally moving the tissue or the ultrasound probe. Frequency domain analysis

of TeUS data has shown promising results for tissue characterization in breast [191]

and prostate cancer [12, 85, 119, 130]. Neither of these lines of work have explicitly

modeled the temporal aspect of TeUS and utilized it for tissue characterization. The

temporal aspect of the data carry useful information if directly captured and employed

for tissue typing [129].

Here we present a new approach for analyzing TeUS data, using a probabilistic

temporal model, namely, hidden Markov models, (HMMs) [148]. Specifically, we
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represent and make use of the temporal aspect of the data. We apply the method to

differentiate between malignant and benign prostate tissue and demonstrate its utility,

showing an improved performance compared to previous methods. In addition, we

discuss design decisions related to modeling TeUS signals via HMMs and assess their

impact on tissue characterization. As discusssed in Chapter 2, probabilistic temporal

modeling, and HMMs in particular, have been applied to a wide range of clinical data.

In this work, we use them to model TeUS signals, where echointensities change over

the time of data collection; we will demonstrate that this change has an impact on

the information relayed by the ultrasound sequences.

4.2 Temporal Ultrasound Data

As defined in Chapters 2 and 3, TeUS data consists of time-varying sequences of

RF frames collected form tissue over a short period of time. The data we use for

the evaluation of our proposed HMM-based tissue classifier has been introduced in

Chapter 3. We analyze the same ROI time-series acquired from 12 patients as Imani

et al. used in their study [85]. The reason for this choice of data is to have the ability

to perform a direct comparison of our findings with previous results on the same

data. We also aim to demonstrate the ability of time-domain analysis and specifically

HMMs to capture sufficient information from TeUS sequences leading to an improved

differentiating between tissues.

Table 4.1 shows the ROI distribution of the 12 patients. The number of malignant

and of benign ROIs, selected form patients 1-8, is approximately the same. However,

for patients 9-12, only 576 benign ROIs were selected for analysis due to lack of

dominant malignant regions. To simplify the explanation, we summarize the formal
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data definition and time domain-representation (see Chapter 3, for details). For each

ROI, Rx, a 128-long time series is created as follows:

Rx = 〈Rx1, . . . , Rx128〉 (4.1)

where 1 ≤ x ≤ X and X = 263 for malignant ROIs, whereas X = 837 for benign

ROIs. Each point Rxt in the series corresponds to the average intensity of that ROI

in the RF frame recorded at time t, where 1 ≤ t ≤ 128. While the number of

patients is relatively low, the total number of ROIs per patient is quite high (see

Table 4.1), thus providing sufficient data to support effective model-learning. As

discussed in Section 3.5, each ROI sequence, Rx, is represented using a time-domain

representation. We calculate the first-order-difference , R′x, for each series, and

quantize (discretize) the values into M bins, giving rise to the discretized sequence

R′dx, to enable modeling the sequences using discrete HMMs.

To assess the effect of quantizing R′x, we generate multiple representations of

the quantized series, R′dx, varying the bin number, M ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}. The

quantization of data sequences is closely related to one of the elements of HMM-

structure, namely its alpahbet size (see Section 4.3). A detailed discussion about the

level of quantization and its influence on tissue-specific information is provided in

Section 4.4.2. As explained in Section 3.2, the ROIs are annotated as malignant or

benign. The TeUS signals associated with the labeled ROIs are utilized as training

and test data for building a probabilistic model used for tissue typing, as described

in the Section 4.5. The set of malignant TeUS signals, GM, is used to train malignant

HMMs, whereas the set of benign signals, GB is employed to train benign HMMs.
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Table 4.1: The distribution of malignant and benign ROIs over patients.

Patient
Number

Number of ROIs
Malignant Benign

1 42 42
2 17 17
3 64 61
4 29 29
5 35 35
6 18 18
7 28 29
8 30 30
9 0 71
10 0 254
11 0 62
12 0 189

Total 263 837

4.2.1 Noise Injection

Since the number of ROIs is different among the patients, tissue-characterization

performance varies from one cross-validation iteration to another depending on the

training-set variability. We, therefore, use noise injection to introduce variations

into the training datasets for improving the generalizability (avoid over-fitting) when

predicting the label of test signals. Noise injection is done in various ways in the

machine learning literature. Introducing noise/changes to the training data was shown

to be equivalent to regularization approaches used for neural networks and other

methods since it avoids over-fitting [23, 55, 174]. One way of injecting noise is to

randomly add Gaussian noise to the training data.

Due to the quantization of the TeUS signals, a white Guassian noise added to

the values of the un-discretized signal might not always be reflected in the values

of the discretized sequence. Binning the values in the first-order-difference signal
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entails representing a group of values falling in a certain range by one bin number.

Therefore, a value with added Gaussian noise might still fall in the same range of

values as the original one (without noise) and hence both (original and with noise)

would take on the same representation. We, thus, adopted a different noise injection

approach for TeUS since we want to ensure that the injected noise is in fact not only

reflected in the mean-intensity signal but also in the discretized version of the it.

We change the values of the discretized first-order-difference signals for ROIs in the

training set instead of introducing the noise to mean-intensity signals. As mentioned

in Section 3.5, each value in a first-order-difference signal, R′k, is substituted by the

ordinal number of the bin, whose range encompasses the value being substituted.

To start, we determine the amount of noise, which we define as the number, Y ,

of time points, whose values are going to be slightly changed. We then randomly

select those Y points and choose at random between either changing the bin number

(O) at a certain time point to the bin directly preceding the current (O − 1) or the

one following it (O + 1). For example, we have 10 bins to discretize an ROI signal,

whose values are going to be substituted by either of the following {1, . . . , 10}. To

inject noise into a time-point that have a discretized value of “5”, we randomly choose

between either adding one to the value, for it to become “6”, or subtracting one from

it, which makes it “4”. In this way, we ensure that at every time we inject noise, the

values in the discretized signals are actually changed.
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4.3 Definition and Learning Process of HMMs for TeUS Signals

HMMs are often used to model time series, where the generating process is unknown

or prone to variation and noise. The process is viewed as a sequence of stochas-

tic transitions between unobservable (hidden) states; some aspects of each state are

observed and recorded. As such, the states may be estimated from the observation-

sequence [148]. A simplifying assumption underlying the use of these models is the

Markov property, namely, that the state at a given time-point depends only on the

state at the preceding point, conditionally independent of all other time points. In

this work, we consider a tissue response value recorded in an RF frame and quantized

using the approach discussed above, as an observation. Employing the Markov prop-

erty, we assume each such value depends only on the response recorded at the frame

directly preceding it, independent of any earlier responses. Formally, an HMM, λ,

consists of five components:

1. A set of N states, S = {s1, . . . , sN}.

2. An alphabet containing a set of M observations,

V = {v1, . . . , vM}.

3. An N × N stochastic matrix, A, governing the state-transition probability,

whose elements are:

Aij = Pr(statet+1 = si|statet = sj), (4.2)

where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , and statet is the state at time t.
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4. An N ×M stochastic-emission matrix, B, whose elements:

Bim = Pr(Ot = vm|statet = si), (4.3)

where Ot is the observation at time t, 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ m ≤ M , denote the

probability of observing vm at state si.

5. An N -dimensional stochastic vector, Π, where for each state si, the elements of

this vector:

πi = Pr(state1 = si) (4.4)

determine the probability to start the process at state si.

4.3.1 HMM Learning

Given a sequence of observations, O = o1, o2, . . . , o128, a model λ is learned from the

sequence, by optimizing the model parameters (namely, the state-transition matrix

A and state-emission matrix B), to maximize log[Pr(O|λ)], the probability of the

observations O given the model λ whose set of parameters are denoted as θ. Given

a training set of discretized ROI signals, (R′d), the learning process finds the set of

parameters θ∗ that maximizes the conditional probability of the training set, such

that:

P (R′d|θ∗) = arg max
θ

(
∏

1≤x≤X

P (R′dx|θ)), (4.5)
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where X is the total number of ROIs in the training set. The optimization is done

using an Expectation Maximization (EM) approach known as the Baum-Welch algo-

rithm. In practice, Π is fixed such that:

π1 = Pr(state1 = s1) = 1, and πj = 0, ∀j 6= 1.

Hence, s1 is always the first state in our models. Training an HMMs entails tuning

the parameters of the model to ensure a maximum log likelihood of the data given

the model. T

4.3.2 Model Initialization via Clustering

Model optimization starts with an initial model that is usually estimated either based

on the data or from domain knowledge. To initialize the HMM parameters, we use

estimates based on clustering the values of the first-order difference signals of ROIs

(namely, R′xi as defined in equation 3.2) into N clusters 〈C1, . . . , CN〉, which are

centered around randomly initialized centroids cj, where 1 ≤ j ≤ N1. The number

of clusters is determined by the number of states in the models. Each point-value

within the ROIs is assigned to one of the clusters according to the squared difference

between the R′xi value (see equation 3.2) and each cluster centroid cj. The outcome

of clustering the values in the malignant ROI matrix GM is a 286 × 127 matrix,

CM, where CM
ij holds the cluster number (between 1-N) to which the jth value of

the ith ROI sequence was assigned. Similarly, clustering the values of the benign

ROI matrix GB results in a 284 × 127 matrix, CB, where each entry in the matrix

holds the cluster-number of the cluster into which the respective ROI sequence value

1We use the MATLAB implementation of the K-means algorithm.
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was assigned. The parameters of the initial model are estimated based on the values

within these matrices. The initial values of the transition matrix A (see Equation 4.2)

and of the observation matrix B (see Equation 4.3) are thus estimated as:

Aij =
# of times Cj at (t+ 1) & Ci at t occurs

# of times Cj occurs
, (4.6)

Bik =
# of times vk & Ci occurs

# of times Ci occurs
, (4.7)

where Ci and Cj are the ith and jth clusters respectively, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , t is the time

point, 1 ≤ t ≤ (T − 1), vk is the kth observation symbol in the disretized ROI signal

R′dx, and 1 ≤ k ≤ M . Recall that we fix the initial vector Π such that state s1 is

always the initial state in the model, thus π1 = 1 and πi = 0 for all i 6= 1.

We used our own C++ implementation of HMM related algorithms, classes and

functions required to perform the experiments described here.

4.4 Model Design Decisions

Designing the structure of an HMM entails deciding on the model’s topology in terms

of transitions between states (ergodic or only left-to-right transitions, or other forms),

the number of states, the alphabet and its size. It also involves determining if the

model has discrete or continuous probability-distribution for the observations. The

HMMs strongly depend on the aforementioned design decisions and on the initial

model from which parameter optimization (learning) starts. It should be noted that

a small number of states in a model is favorable as it allows for a computationally ef-

ficient learning while typically leading to good generalization beyond the training set.

Model structure is determined based on either domain knowledge or experimentation.
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In our study, we experimented with multiple model structures. Our goal was to find

HMMs capable of capturing the tissue-specific patterns of change in echointensities

from TeUS signals in the training set to accurately predict the labels of sequences in

the test set.

4.4.1 Model Topology and Number of states

We initially experimented with a strictly left-to-right model-structure, where each

time point in TeUS signals corresponds to a state in the HMM [129]. The only state

transitions allowed were from the state at time point t to the state at time point t+ 1

for all time points t = {1, ...T − 1}. Such models do not generalize well on test data

and do not provide an accurate explanation of the phenomenon. We then adopted a

more flexible ergodic topology and a smaller number of states, where transitions are

allowed between any two states.

The states constitute the estimated hidden stochastic-process that emit the ob-

served values in the modeled sequences. An adequate number of states is important

to capture the periodicity and patterns of change in the time series. A model that

has a sufficient number of states captures the information relayed by the sequences

without duplication. The states are, therefore, associated with distinct emission prob-

ability distributions. Here, we experiment with different number of states, N , where

N ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 8}. We assess the effect of the number of states on performance in

tissue classification. For each value of N , benign and malignant HMMs are trained

using labeled TeUS signals and employed for tissue characterization.
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4.4.2 Model Alphabet and its Size

An HMM alphabet consists of the observation symbols emitted by the states of the

model’s hidden process. The alphabet size is the number of these symbols. The

emitted symbols are set based on the domain, where they can be either discrete or

continuous. For example the alphabet of HMM modeling DNA sequences may be

represented using 4 discrete observation symbols corresponding to the nucleotides

(A, C, G, and T). In other application domains, the set of observation symbols is

continuous, such as in TeUS signals, where a different approach is needed to determine

the model alphabet and its size. A common method is vector quantization, where the

range of values observed in the sequences is quantized (discretized) into M bins that

contain subranges of observation values. The ordinal number of the M bins are used

as the symbols in the model alphabet. Each observation is then represented using

the ordinal number of the subrange that includes the value of the observation. In the

work presented here, we utilize this discretization approach to represent TeUS signals

(for details see Section 3.5).

As explained in Chapter 3, we hypothesize that the patterns of change in echoin-

tensity over time are the source of tissue-specific information carried by TeUS. We

derived the set of observation symbols from quantizing the values in the first-order-

difference sequences of each ROI since we are interested in the patterns of changes.

In an earlier work [129], we experimented with observation symbols derived from the

mean-echointensity values of the ROIs rather than first-order-difference values, which

resulted in a relatively poor performance. Hence, we chose an alphabet based on dis-

cretizing the values of first-order-difference signals for the analysis presented in this

dissertation.
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Figure 4.1: An example of a first-order-difference sequence shown as the sig-
nal in green with diamond markers and its two different quan-
tized versions. The signal in blue with star markers is the out-
come of quantizing using 10 bins, whereas the signal in red with
circle markers was generated using 50 bins.

The number of symbols (bins), M , reflects the level of detail the data represen-

tation preserves. The smaller the number of bins the less detail the representation

has about the echointensity-difference values and the more lossy is the representation.

With a large M , the subrange of values in each bin is smaller than the subrange of

values with a smaller M , and thus fewer values are represented using each bin number.

Figure 4.1 provides an example of a first-order difference signal, R′x along with its

representations using 10 and 50 bins (observation symbols). The signal shown in green

with diamond markers corresponds to the difference series, whereas the one shown

in blue with star-markers illustrates the quantized representation using 10 bins and

the signal in red with circular markers depicts the discretized signal with 50 bins. As

shown in Figure 4.1, the quantized representation of the signal using 50 bins preserves
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Figure 4.2: Tissue characterization framework. The process starts with
learning two HMMs from the training set of ROIs. For each
ROI in the test set, two log likelihood are calculated reflecting
how likely the ROI is to be generated by each of the learned
models. A label is assign to test-ROI depending on the ratio of
the log likelihoods.

a larger amount of detail about the changes in the difference series over time than

the representation with 10 bins. To compare the classification performance of HMMs

as a function of the number of bins used for the quantization, we performed multiple

experiments, where different alphabet size, M , was utilized (M ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 50}).

4.5 HMM-based Tissue Classification Framework

For tissue classification, we learn two HMMs – one for representing series obtained

from malignant tissue, denoted λM , and the other for benign tissue, denoted λB.

We use supervised learning approach to optimize the models’ parameters, where the

training and test data consist of the TeUS signals corresponding to the ROIs that
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were labeled as malignant and benign (described in Section 3). The classification

framework is shown in Figure 4.2. Using the training set of Malignant ROIs, we learn

λM , while λB is built using the training set of benign ROIs. For every test-sequence,

ROItesti , a log likelihood, LH, is assigned by each of the two models, λM and λB

using the forward pass of the forward-backward algorithm2 [148], where:

LH = log(Pr(ROItesti |λcl)), and cl ∈ {M,B}. (4.8)

This probability is a measure indicating how likely the model is to have generated

the time-series. The class label assigned to ROItesti , Cltesti , is the one, whose model

maximizes the log probability, that is:

Cltesti = arg max
cl∈{M,B}

(log(Pr(ROItesti |λcl))), (4.9)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ L, and L is the number of test-ROIs. Practically, the log Odds-Ratio,

log(OR) is employed for deciding on a class label, where:

log(OR) = log
Pr(ROItesti |λB)

Pr(ROItesti|λM)
(4.10)

When log(OR) is positive, ROItesti is classified as malignant, otherwise it is classified

as benign.

4.5.1 Cross-validation and Performance Evaluation

To train each model, we use a leave-one-patient-out cross-validation strategy. We

partition each of the groups of malignant ROIs (GM) and benign ROIs (GB) into

2This algorithm is polynomial in both the number of states and the length of the sequence.
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training and test sets. In each cross-validation iteration, the ROIs of one of the 12

patients are left-out as a test-set, while the ROIs of the other 11 patients are used

to train the HMMs. This cross-validation provides a patient-specific performance

evaluation.

To assess our method’s performance, we employ each of the trained models (trained

over ROI time-series obtained from 11 patients) to assign labels for the test data (the

ROIs of the left-out patient). We then calculate the average standard measures accu-

racy, sensitivity and specificity of the assigned labels with respect to the ground-truth

according to the following definitions:

Accuracy =
# of correctly classified ROIs

Total # of ROIs
;

Sensitivity =
# of correctly classified malignantROIs

Total # of malignant ROIs
; (4.11)

Specificity =
# of correctly classified benign ROIs

Total # of benign ROIs
.

Precision and recall are another two measures used for evaluating the performance

of binary classification. Sensitivity is the same measure as recall, where both are the

ratio of the number of correctly classified positives over the sum of true positives and

false negatives. However, precision is the number of true positives over the sum of

true positives and false positives [47]. Hence, the true negative rate is not included

in the precision and recall measures unlike sensitivity and specificity. In clinical re-

search, sensitivity and specificity are typically used as performance measures, whereas

precision and recall are usually used in information retrieval and machine learning.

To report the diagnostic ability of our classifier, we also plot Receiver Operating
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Characteristic (ROC) curves and calculate the Area Under the Curve (AUC)3 for

each of the 8 patients, who contributed malignant and benign ROIs to our dataset.

An ROC curve shows the trade-off between a classifier’s true positive rate and its

false positive rate; its trend is strongly correlated with the precision-recall curve as

shown by Davis et al. [47]. We also plotted the ROC curve to show the overall per-

formance over all ROIs of these 8 patients. A classifier that has a better performance

than random classification is expected to have an ROC curve that lies to the north

of the diagonal line (connecting the two points with coordinates (0,0) and (1,1), re-

spectively)4. The AUC value is equivalent to the probability of a random positive

instance getting a test result (log(OR) in our case) indicating a greater suspicion of

the condition (here prostate cancer) than that of a random negative instance [64].

A classifier randomly labeling the test cases has an AUC of 0.5 and an ROC curve

overlapping with the diagonal line connecting the origin of the plot and the point

at (1,1). However, an AUC value of 1 would be assigned to a classifier that always

predicts the correct labels. We note that we use the same performance measures

(accuracy, sensitivity (recall), specificity, and AUC) as used by Imani et al., [85], to

be able to perform a proper scientific comparison between our findings and the state

of the art.

Log Likelihood Colormaps: The learned HMMs provides a summary of the

course of changes in RF values that each of the tissue types goes through in response

to prolonged sonication. As mentioned earlier in Section 4.1, we aim to provide

physicians with color-maps overlaid on ultrasound images, highlighting high risk areas

3We use the MATLAB function perfcurve to generate the ROC curves and calculate their AUC
values.

4It should be noted that all ROC curves should start with coordinates (0,0) and end with (1,1).
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Figure 4.3: Color spectrum used to map the log odds ratio values to different
colors, which are then used to color-code the ROIs according to
the tissue-characterization outcome.

to be targeted during biopsies. The ROIs in the prostate are color-coded to relay how

likely an area is to be malignant or benign.

Using the HMMs leading to the best performance in tissue characterization, we

generate colormaps for all the ROIs inside the prostate boundaries for all the patients.

For each ROI, the trained models calculate a log odds ratio log(OR), which is then

employed to color-code the respective area on the ultrasound image. The range of

log(OR) values (see equation 4.10) is mapped to a spectrum of colors, shown in

Figure 4.3, starting with shades of blue for the negative values, going through shades

of green/yellow for values close to zero and ending with various shades of orange/red

for the positive ones. The colors at the boundaries of the spectrum are used to

reflect a higher confidence in the predicted class label of the ROIs than those colors

lying in the middle.

We adopt a multi-step mapping-approach to associate the log(OR) values with

colors in the spectrum, shown in Figure 4.3. First, we calculate the mean value

(µ) and standard deviation(σ) of all log(OR) values calculated for the whole set of

ROIs selected from all patients. We consider that the values at the boundaries of the

log(OR) range (values < µ − σ and values > µ + σ) provide higher confidence in

the label assigned to the corresponding ROIs than other log(OR) values. Therefore,

we map the log(OR) values that are less than one standard deviation away from the
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mean to the first color in the spectrum (dark blue). The values that are greater

than one standard deviation away from the mean are associated with the last color

in the spectrum (dark red). We then perform a patient-wise min-max normalization

for the remaining log(OR) values ( ∀ log(OR) values, where µ − σ ≤ log(OR) ≤

µ + σ). The normalized values of log-odds ratio are then automatically mapped to

colors from the spectrum5. In Section 4.7, we use the log(OR) as a basis for the

color-maps to visualize the tissue characterization outcome according to the above

explained mapping approach.

4.6 Experiments

In this section, we summarize the experiments performed for tissue characterization

and for the assessment of the effect of model-design decisions on the classification

outcome.

We carried out different experiments to assess the effect of model structures –

namely, number of states and alphabet size – on the classification ability of the

HMMs. We experimented with 5 values for the number of states and 7 values for

the alphabet size. In each experiment, we trained 12 pairs of HMMs – one malignant

and one benign – where for each pair, the training is done on data obtained from

11 of the 12 patients. Each pair of HMMs was then used for classifying the ROIs of

the left-out 12th (test) patient. The performance measures accuracy, sensitivity and

specificity were averaged over the 12 cross-validation iterations and then reported as

percentages. Moreover, we generated ROC curves and calculated the AUC values

to evaluate the trade-off between the sensitivity and specificity of classifying the

5We use the MATLAB functions (mat2gray, grary2ind, and ind2rgb) to automatically map
log(OR) values to colors in the “JET” color spectrum.
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ROIs per patient. We also generated color-maps based on the log probability values

calculated by the HMMs.

For each of the aforementioned experiments, the HMMs were trained on the TeUS

signals without noise injection as well as with various levels of noise (number of time

points where noise will be added). We experimented with 8 different noise levels

injected to training data. For every noise level, we repeated each experiment for 50

times to avoid any bias caused by the randomness of selecting the time points where

noise is injected. We then averaged the accuracy values over the 50 iterations to

assess the impact of noise injection on the performance of HMMs learned from the

signals with noise.

4.7 Results and Discussion

4.7.1 Effect of Number of States and Alphabet Size

We experimented with different number of states, N , and alphabet size, M , for the

structure of the HMMs trained according to the cross-validation approach explained

above. Seven different values were used for N and five values for M , where 12 pairs of

models are trained for each combination of N and M . We compared the performance

outcome of the 35 experiments (with 5 possible values for the number of the states

and 7 possible values for the alphabet size) to decide on the best HMMs that are

parsimonious, (i.e. models with smaller number of parameters that accomplishes a

desired level of differentiation between tissue types). The parameters of an HMM

with N states and M observation symbols are N × N state-transition probabilities

and N ×M state emission probabilities. Therefore, HMM complexity is determined

by identifying the number of states and the alphabet size.
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Table 4.2: The values of tissue-classification accuracy for the HMMs that
have different number of states and alphabet size.

Number of States

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A
lp

h
a
b

e
t

S
iz

e 10 82.28 82.62 82.81 83.67 85.15 84.67 83.11

20 83.23 83.63 83.52 83.26 83.08 84.92 84.12

30 84.45 84.90 83.07 82.73 84.57 84.32 84.80

40 84.64 84.63 85.35 84.35 83.74 84.45 84.78

50 83.54 83.72 82.72 85.06 83.34 83.26 84.00

Table 4.2 shows the percentage accuracy values for all of these experiments. The

top three highest accuracies were reached by the pair of HMMs that have 4 states and

40 observations (85.35%) followed by the models with 6 states and 10 observations

(85.15%), then those with 5 states and 50 observations (85.06%). These three values

are not statistically significantly different. However the parsimony of the models used

to reach these top three values is not the same. The models with 6 states and 10

observations are the most parsimonious models, which we used for generating the

color-maps and ROC curves shown in Section 4.7.3.

It should be noted that the accuracy values obtained from these 35 experiments

do not have very large differences among them. The lowest accuracy was 82.28%,

which was the classification outcome of HMMs with 2 states and 10 observations.

The difference between highest and lowest accuracy values is 3.07%.

For models with 2, 3 and 8 states, the highest accuracy was achieved when we used

an alphabet size of 30. Yet, the best accuracy for HMMs with 4 states was when 40

observation symbols were utilized; and for models with 5 states, the best performance

was with an alphabet size of 50. 6-state models had highest accuracy value when only
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10 observations were used, whereas for 7 state models, the best performance was with

an alphabet size of 20. As mentioned above, the differences between accuracy values

are not large but it is important to be able to measure the effect of the change in

model structure on the classification outcome. For models with an alphabet size = 10,

the performance appears to increase as we use more states in the models until they

reach their best performance at 6 states, then the accuracy values decrease as the

number of states increases to 7 and 8. This pattern of performance change is not

apparent for other alphabet sizes, where accuracy values fluctuates up and down as

the number of states increases.

In comparison with the previously published results on the same data, the values

in Table 4.2 are all greater than the average accuracy of 80% reported by Imani et al.

[85]. However, they are not all statistically significantly higher than the classification

accuracy achieved by Imani et al. due to the variation in performance among the

different patients. The models that had statistical increase in the accuracy values in

comparison with Imani et al.’s values are 3-state models with 30 and 40 observations,

4-state HMMs with 40 observations and 7-state models with 10 observation according

to the one tailed Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test with p-values < 0.05.

The adequate number of states and alphabet is specific to the data being modeled,

since the structure of an HMM is related to the patterns and motifs available in the

training sequences. To generalize these findings beyond our data, the HMMs need to

be trained on TeUS signals from more patients.
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4.7.2 Results of Noise Injection

To improve the performance of the top three pairs of models whose accuracy values

are shown in Table 4.2, we introduced noise to the training signals as explained in

Section 4.2.1. For each model, we experimented with different amount of noise defined

as the number of time points whose values will be slightly changed (for details, see

Section 4.2.1). Eight different number of time points (Y) were used for the experi-

ments, where Y ∈ {5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 61, 127}. To avoid bias due to the randomness

in selecting the time points and how their values are changed, we repeated the ex-

periments with each value of Y for 50 times. We then averaged the performance

over 50 repeats and reported them as shown in Figure 4.4 along with their standard

deviation values.

In Figure 4.4, accuracy reported at zero as the number of time points with changed

values is for the HMMs trained without noise injection. The performance changes

are shown in this figure for the following three pairs of models: 4-state, 5-state and

6-state models with an alphabet size of 40, 50, and 10 respectively. The accuracy

values of 6-state and 4-state models do not improve with the addition of noise. How-

ever, the performance of the 5-state model improved from 85.35% without noise to

85.64% ± 0.34, when 5 randomly selected time points had their values changed ac-

cording to the method explained in Section 4.2.1. This 5-state model trained on data

with regularization has a significantly higher accuracy (85.64%) than the average ac-

curacy of 80% reported by Imani et al. [85], with a p-value < 0.04 calculated using

the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test. Noise injection for this model has improved its

classification outcome to a statistically significantly better performance than Imani

et al.’s unlike the results of the same model trained without regularization.
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Figure 4.4: Average classification accuracy of three pairs of models as a
function of the number of points that undergoes value changes
along with the standard deviation over 50 repeats.

As evident from Figure 4.4, the effect of noise is larger on the 6-state models since

their performance deteriorated from 85.15% without noise to 78.4% ± 1.14 when all

the points in the signals (127 points) had their values randomly changed according to

our method (a difference of 6.75%). The 4-state models had a performance difference

of 1.2% between the models trained without noise and the worst performance with

noise added to 127 time-points. Yet, the 5-state models had a overall performance

difference of 0.58% between the model with zero noise and the models trained with
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signals that had 30 time-points with changed values (worst accuracy value with noise).

The patterns of change in classification accuracy due to noise injection reflect how

fitted is the model to the data. Slight deterioration in performance relays that the

models are more generalizable to data that is different from the one used for training.

However, in our experiments the amount of change introduced on the training signals

highly depend on the alphabet and its size. The larger the alphabet size the smaller

is the range of values represented using each observation symbol. The changes we

introduced by changing the symbol O to either O + 1 or O − 1 thus cause a smaller

change in the values when the alphabet size is larger similar to models with 40 and

50 observation symbols. The changes in time-point values are greater when the al-

phabet size is smaller (10 observations) since the range of values represented by a

single symbol is 4 and 5 times larger than symbols of alphabets with size 40 and

50 respectively. As a consequence, these experiments are not suitable for comparing

the patterns of change across different model structures. Yet, this noise injection

approach is useful as a way to improve the generalization of models with a specific

structure and provides an idea on how the model would behave with data similar to

the one with noise.

4.7.3 Tissue Classification Results

The Models As shown from the results in Table 4.2, the pair of HMMs with

6 states and an alphabet size of 10 are the most parsimonious models between those

achieving the top three accuracies in the design decision experiments. We therefore

show the details of tissue classification performance for this model as well as we use

it to generate the color-maps. Figure 4.5 shows the pair of 6-state HMMs, where the
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Figure 4.5: A graphical representation of the HMMs that have 6 states, 10
observations, and an accuracy of 85.15%. A) The model learned
from malignant ROIs, and B) the HMM trained on benign ROIs.
Nodes represent states. Edges are labeled by transition prob-
abilities; Emission probabilities are shown to the right of each
model. Edges with probability < 0.2 are not shown.
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left one was trained on time-series obtained from malignant ROIs while the one on

the right was trained on benign signals. The transition probabilities are shown on the

edges while emission probabilities for each state are shown as histograms. The figure

shows that in both models, each state is characterized by its own markedly distinct

observation distribution. Moreover, the most likely path transitioning through the

malignant model alternates primarily between the states s1 and s6 possibly via s5,

where s5 is the most central state, that is, the one most likely to be visited. In contrast,

the benign model alternates primarily between two paths with similar likelihood, the

path between states s1 and s6 as well as the one going from s1 to s2 through s4. The

most central state from the benign model is s4. Notably the emission distribution

associated with s5 in the malignant model is very different from that associated with

s4 in the benign one, hence these two states are not equivalent. The clear distinction

between the two models means that time series obtained from malignant ROIs form

a certain typical pattern of changing values, while time series obtained from benign

ROIs form a different typical pattern, and our models do capture the difference.

To compare the emission probabilities of the malignant HMM with those of the

benign model, we plot the maximum emission probabilities of both HMMs for each

observation symbol, regardless of the emitting state. Figure 4.6 shows the maximum

emission probability per observation for the malignant model (solid red bars) and

those of the benign model (diagonally stripped blue bars). This plot reveals which

observations are more likely to happen in malignant and benign models. It shows

that the benign model has higher probabilities for the first 4 observations and the

eighth one (negative echointensity differences ≤ −3 and positive values between 5 and

7, see Section 3.5 for more details) than the malignant HMM. Observations 5-8 and
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Figure 4.6: Maximum emission probabilities per observation for each of the
malignant and benign HMMs.

10 (−3 < echointensity difference ≤ 5 and values > 7) have higher probabilities in

the malignant model than values in the benign HMM. These findings are specific to

the echointensities in our data and are dependent on the machines used for acquiring

the TeUS signals.

HMM Performance in Tissue Characterization The classification results

for all test patients are shown in Table 4.3. The average accuracy is 85.15%, whereas

the average sensitivity and specificity are 83% and 88.4%, respectively. The last

4 patients do not have sensitivity and AUC values since no malignant ROIs were

selected from their TeUS data. The AUC values ranged from 0.83 (lowest) to 1

(highest). In addition, the overall AUC is 0.95, which shows that the learned models

are more likely to assign a higher log(OR) values to malignant ROIs than to benign

ones. The results clearly indicate that for the majority of ROIs, our trained models

can correctly distinguish between ROIs obtained from malignant tissue and those
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Table 4.3: Classification performance using 6-state HMMs with an alphabet
size of 10.

Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity AUC

P1 92.9 100 85.7 0.99

P2 82.4 70.6 94.1 0.96

P3 89.6 79.7 100 0.98

P4 96.6 93.1 100 0.99

P5 91.4 100 82.9 0.99

P6 94.4 88.9 100 1

P7 84.2 78.6 89.7 0.92

P8 71.7 53.3 90 0.83

P9 97.2 0 97.2 -

P10 85.4 0 85.4 -

P11 74.2 0 74.2 -

P12 61.9 0 61.9 -

Average 85.15 83 88.4 0.95

obtained from benign tissue. An exception to the high level of performance is clearly

observed for patients P8, P11 and P12, for whom the classification performance is

significantly lower than that obtained for all other patients. Possible reasons for this

poorer performance are ROI mislabeling, higher registration errors, or overfitting the

training, where test data exhibits different patterns of changes than the training set.

The fact that mis-labeled ROIs are not well-distinguished based on the models learned

from other patient data serves as further evidence for the fact that the models indeed

capture the salient differences between RF echos emitted by benign vs malignant

tissue. As explained in Chapter 3, patients P11 and P12 have a lot of areas with

PIN, BPH and atrophy, which might have led to mislabeling some ROIs. Figure 4.7
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Figure 4.7: ROC Curves of the eight patients that have benign and malig-
nant ROIs used for training the HMMs, along with the overall
ROC showing the performance over all ROIs of these eight pa-
tients.

shows the ROC curves of 8 patients from whom we selected malignant and benign

ROIs. All of the curves lie to the north side of the diagonal line, the fact that indicates

a balanced trade-off between true positives and true negatives. The curve closer to the

diagonal belongs to patient P8, who has the worst sensitivity among the 8 patients.

Color-maps Figure 4.8 shows examples of RF frames obtained from the 12

patients. Two versions of the same RF frame are displayed, the one to the left

shows histopathology cross-sections and labeled ROIs selected for analysis, whereas

the other version to the right correspond to color-maps based on our results. Each
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Figure 4.8: Colormaps of the RF frames overlaid with malignant/benign
pathology labels. For each patient, the image to the left
shows the histopathology cross-sections and the selected ROIs,
whereas the image to right shows our color-maps.

.
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ROI, is assigned a color reflecting the log-odds ratio calculated for its respective time-

series, as explained in Section 4.5.1. Only few ROIs have ground truth labels shown

in their corresponding images to the left. We predicted the labels of all the ROIs

with the boundaries of the prostate (with or without annotation) and assigned them

colors accordingly. The color-maps are therefore used to inspect the overall patterns

of prediction for ROIs without true labels.

The RF frames of patients P1-P7 have color-maps that match the true-annotations

almost perfectly. More false negatives appear in color-maps of patients P8 as also

reflected in the performance measures shown in Table 4.3. Despite the fact that there

was no malignant ROIs selected from patients P9-P12, their color-maps still show

few false positives as per the true labels shown in to the left of each color-map. It

should be, however, noted that these patients went through prostatectomy due to

cancerous samples in their biopsies. It is possible that some of these false positives

are not entirely erroneous as TeUS might have relayed information about malignancy

outside of the histophathology cross-sections.

It is important to note that the color-maps, shown in Figure 4.8, reveal a color

pattern, where colors encoding malignancy is often present at the top of the RF

frames and colors representing benign regions appear at the bottom. This pattern

may be attributed to multiple factors. The top of the images are in the periph-

eral zone of the prostate, closer to the rectum, where there is much higher chance

of having cancerous lesions as mentioned in Chapter 2. In addition, the approach

adopted for ROI selection dictated to leave a large margin between malignant and

benign ROIs. This led to cancerous regions being selected mostly from the top and

the benign from the bottom. Furthermore, it was drawn to our attention after the
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data collection process that a uniform time-gain compensation was used to mitigate

signal attenuation, whereas a depth-dependent compensation would have been more

appropriate for this data. Therefore, the power of the acoustic signal as well as the

received echointensities are believed to be affected by this depth attenuation that

most likely have contributed to the depth-dependent pattern in the color-maps.

We performed extensive experiments to overcome the depth-related bias in the

data, yet the results were not promising. We tried to re-select the ROIs and use a

minority oversampling technique to mitigate the small number of canceous regions in

comparison with the normal ones. We also experimented with modeling and classi-

fication approach, where we allowed the HMMs of each class to train on some ROIs

of the other class. Moreover, we segragated the selected ROIs in groups according

to their depth and generated malignant and benign models per depth level. None of

these models were able to accurately differentiate between tissue types. Other mod-

eling techniques, such as transfer learning using HMMs, may be useful to overcome

this depth-related issue. In this technique, parameter optimization is initialized using

a model that has been trained on a dataset that does not have the depth-bias in order

to include domain knowledge that would steer the learning process away from getting

affected by the bias.

4.8 Conclusion

We introduced a new approach for tissue-classification using HMMs in prostate can-

cer, based on modeling temporal aspects of tissue-response to prolonged sonica-

tion. Representing the two tissue types (malignant/benign), each as a probabilistic-

temporal model learned from patients’ data (training-set) allows for accurate labeling
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of test-data obtained from another patient. The models capture the patterns of echo-

intensity changes that are specific to the corresponding tissue type, and thus effec-

tively represent the different time-domain signatures of malignant vs benign tissue.

We also have demonstrated the effect of various model-design decisions on the

classification outcome of HMMs by comparing the performance of models with dif-

ferent structures. Model topology, number of states and alphabet size were shown

to have an impact on tissue-specific information captured by the HMMs and used

for tissue typing. In addition, we discussed the impact of noise injection as a regu-

larization approach for the training data and demonstrated an improvement in the

differentiation between tissue types over the state of the art after models were trained

on signals with noise injection. We evaluated our proposed approach using different

performance measures and generated color-maps based on log likelihood values cal-

culated by the models. Using the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, we compared our

classification results with previously published performance on the same data.

Our results indicate that temporal patterns, captured by our models, help differ-

entiate between TeUS time series obtained from malignant vs. benign tissues, where

the best achieved accuracy was 85.64%. This performance is an improvement to

the previously published results, since our accuracy is statistically significantly larger

than the one reported by Imani et al. (p-value < 0.04). These findings are in con-

cordance with Bayat et al.’s study reporting that TeUS captures the micro-stucture

of tissues. They also identified the dominant phenomenon governing the interactions

between TeUS and the scanned tissue as micro-vibrations of 1-2Hz frequency (related

to pulsation) [19]. Hence incorporating the temporality of the signals in TeUS models
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enables the HMMs to capture the periodicity of micro-vibrations affecting the micro-

structure of tissues, and in turn, causing changes in echointensity. We have also shown

that noise injection to the training data improved the generalizability of the model

with 5 states and 50 observations. Furthermore, our generated color-map reflected

high match between the predicted labels of annotated ROIs and the ground truth.

However, these color-maps revealed a depth-dependent color pattern, where colors

encoding malignancy mostly appeared at the top of RF frames. We provided possi-

ble interpretation of these results, where we believe that the disposition of prostate

malignancy, ROI selection approach and uniform time-gain compensation are likely

causes of the depth dependency in color patterns. Our findings show that modeling

TeUS signals in the time domain using HMMs allowed us to improve classification

outcome on this data. Previously published methods for the analysis of RF time

series in the spectral domain do not explicitly incorporate the temporal aspect of the

sequences in their models.

This study takes a first step using such models, and is limited by a relatively small

number of patients for which we have reliably annotated whole-mount tissue images.

It is also worth noting that our models were only trained on TeUS signals of tissue

with Gleason grades 3 and 4. A dataset containing signals of tissue with Gleason

grades > 4 is needed to ensure that our classifier can detect malignant regions with

a broader spectrum of Gleason scores. In the future we shall increase the number

of patients, and include anatomical-data indicating the zones from which ROIs are

selected. Beyond prostate cancer, we expect our method to be applicable to other

types of cancer such as breast and liver.
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Chapter 5

Assessing the Impact of TeUS Temporal

Properties Using Stochastic Models

Divide each difficulty into as many

parts as is feasible and necessary to

resolve it.

René Descartes

This chapter presents our study about the impact of TeUS temporal-properties on

the tissue-specific information captured in tissue responses to prolonged sonication.

This chapter is based on three papers:

1. “Using hidden markov models to capture temporal aspects of ultrasound data

in prostate cancer”, published in the proceedings of the IEEE international

Conference on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine (BIBM), 2015 [129].

2. “Models of Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound Data for Prostate Cancer Diagno-

sis: The Impact of Time-Series Order”, published in the proceedings of SPIE

Medical Imaging conference, 2017 [128].
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3. “Stochastic Modeling of Temporal Enhanced Ultrasound: Impact of Tempo-

ral Properties on Prostate Cancer Characterization”, submitted and under-

review in the IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering (TBME), 2017.

In Section 5.1, we discuss the motivation and goals of the study presented in this

chapter. Section 5.2 provides a summary about TeUS data, ROI distribution and

representation used in the analysis. We also explain the process of order rearrange-

ment and signal cropping of ROI time series performed for the experiments of this

study. In Section 5.3, we present our HMM-based framework for assessing the impact

of temporal order and signal length on the tissue-specific information needed for ac-

curate differentiating between tissue-types. Section 5.4 provides the experiments and

results of the work. We then summarize and conclude our analysis in Section 5.5.

5.1 Motivation and Objectives

Understanding the properties of TeUS is essential for improving data collection and

for clinical translation of the technology. In this study, we build on the stochas-

tic tissue characterization framework presented in Chapter 4 to study the temporal

properties of TeUS [129, 130]. We use HMMs to directly investigate the impact of

TeUS temporal properties on differentiating tissue types. The temporal order is an

important characteristic that demonstrates how tissue-specific information is relayed

by TeUS data. Specifically, it is likely to reflect cumulative or repetitive effect (or a

combination of both) exerted on the scanned tissue whose response to sonication is

recorded. The number of time points in the signal (i.e. the signal length) is another

important factor. The impact of change in signal length on TeUS properties can

help determine the duration of sonication needed to collect a TeUS signal that carries
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sufficient information for tissue characterization. The shorter the scanning time, the

easier it is to incorporate TeUS-data collection into diagnostic procedures.

As explained in Chapters 4 and 2, HMMs are probabilistic models typically used

to detect motifs and patterns in noisy time series [149]. To examine the significance of

temporal order, we build HMMs of TeUS signals while conserving their original order,

as well as under various permutations to their order in time. We use the Kullback-

Leiber (KL) divergence [96] to measure the difference between models trained on

ordered signals and models trained on signals whose order has been altered. We

then compare the performance of the respective models on the target task of tissue-

characterization. To assess the impact of signal length, we train HMMs using signal

prefixes, where we vary the number of time points included within each prefix (here-

inafter referred to as cropped signals), and compare the resulting models performance

when distinguishing between malignant and benign tissues. We demonstrate that the

information carried by the temporal order of TeUS signals is in fact related to tissue

malignancy. We also show that accurate differentiation between tissue types can be

achieved with shorter TeUS signals, that is, shorter scanning-duration.

5.2 TeUS Data

As described in Chapter 3, TeUS data is a time-dependent sequence of ultrasound

echo-intensities reflected from a scanned tissue over time. We use in vivo TeUS

data collected during pre-operative procedures from prostate cancer patients (see

Section 3.1). The data contains TeUS signals from a cohort of 14 patients. We only

used data from 9 patients (participants 1-8 and 13 as shown in Table 3.3) who have an

approximately the same numbers of malignant and benign ROIs, selected for analysis.
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The total number of ROIs analyzed for the study presented here is 570 ROIs of which

286 are malignant and 284 are benign.

The data is represented using the time-domain representation explained in Sec-

tion 3.5. For each ROI, we calculate the spatial-average of the 44 × 2 RF values at

each time point of the 128-long sequence. Since we are interested in the patterns of

change in echointensity over time, we compute the first-order-difference of the mean-

intensity time series for all ROIs. Furthermore, the echointensity values at each time

point in the ROI signals are discretized into M bins as described in Section 3.5. For

the analysis of the impact of TeUS temporal properties, we use 10 bins (M = 10)

as our earlier experiments [130] have shown that this number of bins is adequate to

capture sufficient tissue-specific information that is used for accurate tissue typing.

The discretized-representations of ROIs, from all patients, are segregated into two

groups: malignant ROIs – represented as a (286× 127) matrix, GM, and benign ROIs

– represented as a (284 × 127) matrix, GB. These two groups are used to train the

HMM models, as discussed in Section 5.3.1.

5.2.1 Order Rearrangement

To assess the significance of order in TeUS signals, we generate collections of order-

altered (rearranged) ROIs, where we select a block within the sequence (block length

ranges between 32 and 128 – the latter being the entire sequence), and permute at

random the order of all values within the block. The permutations are performed on

the original signals before calculating and discretizing the first-order difference. We

experimented with blocks of different lengths (32, 64, 96, and 128), and with different

starting positions for the block along the sequence (1, 33, 65, or 97). We denote the
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Figure 5.1: A) A sequence of ultrasound images corresponding to TeUS
data illustrating order rearrangement in a block of length 3
(top). The order of the three frames – I, J and K – is per-
muted at random (middle), while the whole permuted block is
placed at its original position in the sequence (bottom). B-D) A
TeUS signal from a sample ROI, shown along with a rearranged
block of varying lengths (L) and starting positions (f), where
L = 32, 64 and 128 (B, C, D respectively) and f = 33 in C, and 1
in B and D.

starting point by f , and the block length by L.

For each of the 10 viable combinations of f and L (that is, the combinations in

which f+L≤128) we generate two rearranged groups of signals: one for malignant
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ROIs G
(f,L)
M and the other for benign ROIs G

(f,L)
B . Figure 5.1.A illustrates a simple

case where the block-length is 3, the block starting point is I and the end point is K.

The values within the rearranged block are permuted at random. Figure 5.1.B, 5.1.C

and 5.1.D show example ROIs in their original order along with a rearranged block of

different lengths (L), as well as different starting positions (f). For each rearranged

group of ROIs G
(f,L)
M and G

(f,L)
B , we generate 100 versions, each has a different random

permutation of the time points in the rearranged block. We then calculate the first-

order difference series then discretize each signal to be used for training and testing

the models of rearranged signals (denoted HMMRe). In total, we generated 2000 ROI

groups: 1000 the malignant ROI groups, G
(f,L)
M , and 1000 benign ROI groups, G

(f,L)
B .

5.2.2 Signal-length Cropping

To determine the effect of the temporal-duration of TeUS signals on tissue characteri-

zation, we generated data for collections of cropped ROIs while varying signal length.

For each signal length, we employed a sliding window of length, z, and a starting-

point index, i. The sliding window determines the time points from the original

signal to be included in the cropped version of the signal. We experimented with 9

values for the length z, z∈{20, 30, . . . , 100}, and 10 values for the starting-point index

i, i ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 100}. Combinations of z and i were restricted to those resulting

in a window that is fully contained in the original signal. We generated a total of

63 collections of cropped signals. In each collection, the group of malignant ROIs,

G
(z,i)
M , and the group of benign ROIs, G

(z,i)
B , are used to train and test the respective

malignant-characteristic and benign-characteristic HMM.
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5.3 Modeling and Comparison Methods

In this section, we briefly describe the HMMs employed in the analysis as they were

discussed in detail in Chapter 4. We emphasize on the specifics of the HMM-based

framework proposed for investigating the impact of TeUS temporal-properties.

5.3.1 Stochastic Models of TeUS Data

An HMM represents a pair of two stochastic processes, where the first process con-

sists of transitions among states that are not directly observable; the states can only

be estimated through a second process that generates a sequence of observed sym-

bols [148]. The underlying Markov property assumption implies that the state at time

t depends only on the state directly preceding it, that is, the state at time t− 1, con-

ditionally independent of earlier states. Hidden Markov models and their parameters

are formally defined in Chapter 4.

The proposed HMM is ergodic, where transitions between states are expected

to capture the pattern of tissue response to prolonged sonication. Based on our

experiments, five states (N=5) and ten observation symbols (M=10) have shown to

be sufficient for the tissue characterization task at hand. Hence, the HMM model

λ consists of 5 states and 10 observation symbols (see Section 3.5 for details on

discretization). As mentioned in Chapter 3, the length of the observation sequence is

T=127. To train (learn) the model λ using observation sequences O=〈o1, . . . , o127〉, we

estimate the model parameters (namely the transition matrix A and the observation

matrix B) to maximize the log(Pr(O|λ)), which is the log probability of observing

sequence O given model λ. An initial model is estimated followed by iterative updates

of its parameters until convergence is reached to a locally-optimal model.
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To initialize the parameters of the HMMs, we use estimates based on clustering

the values of the first-order difference signals of ROIs (namely, ROI ′xi as defined

in equation 3.2). The details of model initialization via clustering are explained in

Chapter 4. We determine the appropriate number of clusters as described in our

published study [130]. Accordingly, we use five clusters 〈C1, . . . , C5〉. Each cluster is

centered around a randomly initialized centroids cj, where 1 ≤ j ≤ 51. The outcome

of clustering the values in the malignant ROI matrix GM is a 286× 127 matrix, CM,

where CM
ij holds the cluster number (between 1-5) to which the jth value of the ith ROI

sequence was assigned. Similarly, clustering the values of the benign ROI matrix GB

results in a 284× 127 matrix, CB, where each entry in the matrix holds the cluster-

number of the cluster into which the respective ROI sequence value was assigned.

The parameters of the initial model are estimated based on the values within these

matrices.

We utilize the group of malignant ROIs GM to learn an HMM λM aiming to cap-

ture the temporal pattern of signals stemming from malignant tissues, while the group

of benign ROIs GB is used to learn the HMM λB capturing the pattern of signals

stemming from benign signals, (we refer to the models as malignant HMM and be-

nign HMM, respectively). The trained models represent the patterns of echointensity

variation of tissues as a response to prolonged sonication. To assess the impact of

order in the TeUS data, we also train HMMs based on each of the rearranged groups

of ROIs, G
(f,L)
M and G

(f,L)
B (see Section 5.2.1). Moreover, to assess the effect of signal

duration on tissue characterization, we train HMMs using the sets of cropped-ROIs

we have generated, both malignant and benign, G
(z,i)
M and G

(z,i)
B , respectively.

1We used the MATLAB implementation of the K-means algorithm.
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5.3.2 Kullback-Leibler Divergence for HMM Comparison

To assess the impact of the order of points within the TeUS data on the result-

ing models, we compare the transition and emission probability distributions of the

corresponding models built in Section 5.3.1. We expect that if the temporal order

within the TeUS data carries no information, HMMs learned from ROI sequences in

their original order and models learned from rearranged signals will generate similar

sequences with similar governing probability distributions. The similarity in distri-

bution can be measured using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence [101]. Thus

two highly similar models give rise to very small KL-divergence values. Two HMMs

are equivalent when the probability assigned by the two models to any observation

sequence is the same, and the KL divergence is zero. When two HMMs are not equiv-

alent, the divergence is a positive real number; as the difference between the models

increases, the KL-divergence between them increases as well.

To compare two models, λi and λj, we calculate the symmetric version of the

KL-divergence between them [96,101] utilizing sampled sequences in the calculation.

Monte-Carlo sampling is employed to obtain pairs of observation sequences generated

from both models. For each pair, a sequence Seqi is sampled from model λi (which was

trained on ROIs in their original order), while another sequence of the same length,

Seqj, is sampled from λj (the HMM trained on ROIs with permuted order). The

symmetric KL-divergence measure, Ds between two models λi and λj is calculated

as:

Ds(λi, λj) =
D(λi, λj) +D(λj, λi)

2
, (5.1)

where:

D(λi, λj) = log(Pr(Seqi|λi))− log(Pr(Seqi|λj)). (5.2)
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Figure 5.2: The tissue characterization framework, which consists of train-
ing and testing HMMs based on order-preserving and order-
altered signals. The labeling of test-ROI sequences is done ac-
cording to log of the probability ratio.

5.3.3 Assessing HMM Performance for Tissue Typing

We use the tissue characterization framework, described in Chapter 4, that employ

HMMs [130], as depicted in Figure 5.2. Supervised learning is utilized to train and

test the HMMs, through a leave-one-patient-out cross-validation. In each cross-

validation run, the malignant and the benign ROIs of eight out the nine patients

serve to train the HMMs and the ROIs of the ninth patient are used for testing. For

each test-ROI ROI testx , (where 1 ≤ x ≤ # of test-ROIs), the malignant HMM, λM,

and the benign HMM, λB, generate log likelihood values, log(Pr(ROI testx |λM)) and
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log(Pr(ROI testx |λB)), respectively, reflecting how likely each test-ROI is to be gener-

ated by each of the HMMs. The ROI test sequence ROI testx is then assigned the class

label Cltestx based on the log of the probability ratio according to the following:

Cltestx =


M if log

(
Pr(ROI testx |λM)

Pr(ROI testx |λB)

)
> 0

B if log

(
Pr(ROI testx |λM)

Pr(ROI testx |λB)

)
≤ 0

(5.3)

If the log ratio is greater than 0, the ROI is labeled malignant (M), otherwise it is

labeled benign (B) (see Figure 5.2). The HMMs performance in tissue characteriza-

tion is evaluated by calculating the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity in predicting

the class label of each tissue-type in the test set, defined as:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

Total # of ROIs
, Sensitivity =

TP

TP + FN
, Specificity =

TN

TN + FP
,

where TP is the number of true positives (i.e. the number of malignant ROIs that

were correctly classified), TN is the number of true negatives (i.e. benign ROIs that

were correctly classified), FN is the number of false negatives, and FP is the number of

false positives. We report the average performance over all cross-validation iterations.

To assess the impact of order on tissue-specific information, we compare the per-

formance of HMMs trained on ROIs in their original order (HMMOr) to that of HMMs

trained on ROIS with rearranged order (HMMRe). A better performance of the model

trained on the original signals than that obtained by a model trained on permuted

sequences, demonstrates that the temporal order is indeed important for capturing

tissue-specific patterns. Similarly, we compare the performance of HMMs trained

on cropped ROIs of different durations in order to determine the effect of the signal
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duration (series length) on the ability to distinguish between malignant and benign

ROI signals.

5.3.4 Experiments

Using ROI sequences in their original temporal order, we have trained two HMMs,

one over the sequences originating from malignant tissue (referred to as a malignant

HMM) and one over those originating from benign tissue (referred to as a benign

HMM). We then used the groups of rearranged ROI sequences of each type (malignant

or benign, described in Section 5.2.1), to train a large set of malignant and benign

HMMs, as described below. For each of the 10 viable pairs of block-length L and

block starting-position f , (see Section 5.2.1), we generated 100 different random order-

permutations of length L, and applied each of these permutations starting at position

f to all the malignant originally-ordered sequences. This gives rise to 100 groups

of permuted malignant-ROI sequences. Each of these groups is then used to train

a respective malignant HMM. Notably, this process is repeated 10 times, once for

each combination of block-length and starting-point. Through the same permutation

process we similarly train benign HMM s, each stemming from a set of rearranged

benign ROI sequences, under varying permutation block-length and starting point.

We have also generated groups of malignant and benign cropped-ROIs, G
(z,i)
M and

G
(z,i)
B , where z is the length (duration) of the cropped ROI sequence starting at

position i (see Section 5.2.2). For each of the 63 viable pairs of duration and starting-

position of the sliding window2, The respective group of cropped ROI sequences are

used to train 63 malignant HMMs and 63 benign HMMs.

2The possible values of the cropped-ROI length, z, are {20, 30, . . . , 100}, whereas the starting
position, i, takes on one the values in {10, 20, . . . , 100}
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Using a process of leave-one-patient-out cross validation, we trained malignant

HMMs and benign HMMs over the order-preserved ROI sequences, obtained from

malignant and from benign tissue regions, as well as over the order-rearranged ROI

sequences and the cropped sequences. For each cross-validation run two HMMs – one

for malignant and one for benign – were trained over the respective ROIs obtained

from eight of the patients and tested on the ROIs obtained from the ninth patient.

Using the trained HMMs, we assigned class labels to ROIs in the corresponding test

dataset. We evaluated the performance of each pair of malignant and benign HMMs

by calculating its accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. The performance measures are

averaged over the 9 pairs of malignant and benign HMMs.

5.4 Results and Discussion

Two sets of experiments were performed to investigate the influence of temporal order

and signal length of TeUS sequences. We describe the results,followed by a discussion.

5.4.1 KL-Divergence Results

To compare HMMs trained over the original sequences with those trained over per-

muted sequences, for each pair 〈L, f〉 we selected from the respective set of 100

HMMs (be it malignant or benign), the HMM that shows the highest performance

in tissue characterization. This selection results in 10 HMMs learned from permuted

malignant-ROIs and 10 HMMs learned from benign ones. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 5.3.2, we calculated the symmetric-sampled KL-divergence Ds(λm, λmj
), between

the HMM learned from the malignant ROI sequences in their original order, λm and
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Figure 5.3: Average KL-divergence values for divergence calculated between
HMMs learned from ordered signals and those trained on re-
arranged signals. The solid-red line shows the average KL-
divergence between models trained on malignant ROI signals,
whereas the dashed-blue line shows the KL divergence between
models learned from benign ROI sequences.

each of the 10 selected models, λmj
, (1≤j≤10), learned from rearranged malignant-

ROIs. Similarly, we also calculated the KL-divergence Ds(λb, λbj) between the re-

spective benign models.

For each of the KL-divergence calculations we employed Monte-Carlo sampling to

generate sequences, each of length 127, from the respective HMM (see Section 5.3.2).

KL-divergence values that were obtained from all HMMs learned from permuted ROI

sequences sharing the same permutation block-length L (regardless of the block’s

position f) are averaged. We thus obtain 4 KL-divergence values comparing models

of malignant ROIs and 4 values comparing models of benign ROIs.

Figure 5.3 shows the mean KL-divergence values, as calculated between the models

learned from ordered ROIs and each of the models trained on rearranged ROIs, as a

function of the rearranged block length L. The red solid-line plots results obtained
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when the training sequences stem from malignant regions, while the blue dashed-line

corresponds to models trained over sequences stemming from benign tissue. The

figure clearly shows that the KL-divergence between models learned from the original

sequences and those learned from the permuted ones increases as the number of

permutation points increases, indicating that the specific order within the sequences

forms an essential component of the signal pattern that is captured by the HMMs.

The increase in KL-divergence is consistent for both models that are trained on

malignant ROI sequences and those trained on signals reflected from benign tissue.

However, the KL-divergence mean values for malignant models are higher than those

obtained from benign models. That is, malignant models appear more sensitive to

random rearrangement up to the point where more than 50% of the time points

are substituted and none of the original order is retained any more. These results

suggest that malignant tissues may be more sensitive to the effect induced by the

acoustic waves during sonication, corresponding to a stronger temporal signal in the

TeUS sequences. The models compared using KL-divergence are used in our tissue

characterization framework. We thus expect that prediction performance of models

learned from rearranged sequences stemming from malignant ROIs will be affected

more than the performance of models learned from benign ROI sequences, as shown

and validated in the next section.

5.4.2 Effect of Rearranged-Block Length

During the cross-validation iterations, a total of 18 HMMs were trained (9 models

from malignant ROIs and 9 models from benign ROIs) for each of the ordered and

permuted ROI groups. We then averaged the performance measures of all HMMs
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Figure 5.4: A comparison between the average performance of HMMs
learned from ROIs in their original order (a rearranged-block
of length 0) and HMMs trained/tested on ROIs that have a
permuted block of length L∈{32,64,96,128}. Performance is mea-
sured in terms of average accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.
Average performance is calculated for all HMMs trained on re-
arranged sequences sharing the same block-length L regardless
of the block starting-position (see Section 5.2.1 for details).

trained on permuted ROIs that share the same rearranged-block length L (regardless

of the block’s starting position) and used them in assessing the effect of the block

length, L, on tissue characterization.

Figure 5.4 shows the performance measures of the models trained on order-preserved

and order-altered signals as a function of the length of rearranged-blocks. The models

of order-preserved signals has zero rearranged frames. The accuracy, sensitivity and

specificity decrease as the length of the rearranged-block increases. The accuracy of

tissue characterization is 85.01% when using the models trained and tested on ROIs

in their original order, whereas it decreases to 62.35% when using the models trained

and tested on completely rearranged ROIs (L=128 and f=1) as shown in Figure 5.4.A.
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This decrease indicates that the temporal order is essential for accurate differentia-

tion between malignant and benign ROIs. The sensitivity decreases from 83.86% for

models of ordered signals to 45.12% using models of permuted ROIs (L=128, f=1),

whereas the specificity decreases from 86.2% for HMMs of ordered ROIs to 79.6%

using the HMMs of the completely rearranged ROIs, as shown in Figure 5.4.B and

Figure 5.4.C respectively.

Figure 5.5 provides a comparison between HMM parameters, state-transition and

state-emission probabilities, of two different models. Figures 5.5.A and 5.5.C show

the parameters of models trained/tested on the original time-series data that lead to

85% accuracy. Figures 5.5.B and 5.5.D depict the parameters of the models learned

from completely rearranged time-series data (block of 128 points) resulting in 62%

accuracy.

In Figure 5.5.A-B, the nodes in the graphs represent the HMM states while the

directed edges represent the transitions between states. The number next to each edge

indicates the corresponding transition-probability. Transitions whose probability is

lower than 0.2 are not shown. The states, shown in Figure 5.5, were relabeled so that

states with the same label have the same (or approximately the same) observation-

distribution. The topology of the transition-graphs are different between the two

models. For example, in the transition graph of the malignant-tissue HMM learned

from the rearranged signals, there are edges from S4 to S1 as well as from S3 to

S1 that do not exist in the transition graph on the malignant-tissue HMM learned

from the original signals. In addition, the transition graph of the benign-tissue HMM

trained/tested using original signals has edges from S1 to S3 that are not present in

the transition graph of benign-tissue HMM trained/tested using rearranged signals.
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Figure 5.5: A comparison of the transition and emission probabilities of

malignant-tissue vs. benign-tissue HMMs. A-B) State-transition di-

agrams for models trained/tested on the original time-series data (A)

and for models trained/tested on temporally-rearranged time-series

data with a rearranged-block size of 128 (B). Transition probabilities

lower than 0.2 are not shown. C-D) State-emission probability dis-

tributions for models learned from original unaltered data (C) and

for models learned from completely rearranged data (D). Emission

probabilities greater than 0.1 are shown.
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In Figures 5.5.C-D, state-emission probabilities greater than 0.1 are shown. The

emission probability distributions are different between the models learned from the

original data and those learned from temporally-rearranged time series. The emission

probabilities of the former have higher values for the observations ranging between

3 and 8 and lower values for observations 1, 2, 9 and 10. In contrast, the emis-

sion probability distribution of models learned from temporally-rearranged signals is

close to uniform. The comparison between model-parameters, transition and emis-

sion probability distributions, show that there is a difference between the original

order-conserving signals and the rearranged signals.

The results show that order-permutation leads to higher degradation in sensitivity

(∼39%) than in specificity (∼7%), which suggests that signal-rearrangement has more

impact within the echointensity patterns of malignant ROI sequences than in benign

ones. That is, the ordered pattern within the signal is more significant for identifying

malignant ROIs than benign ones. These results thus suggest that the mechanism

captured by TeUS may be more pronounced in malignant regions than in benign ones.

The specificity levels, which do not fall below 79%, indicate that benign ROIs

are correctly identified in the majority of cases even when the signals are completely

rearranged. This result indicates that the tissue-specific information characterizing

benign regions is not solely reflected by the temporal order of the signal. In con-

trast, the sensitivity drops to 45% for models of rearranged signals, indicating that

temporal-order of sequences, emanating from malignant regions, is likely to carry

tissue-specific information, which is significant for malignancy detection.
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Figure 5.6: Average performance resulting from models trained/tested over
rearranged ROI sequences that share the same permuted block-
length, as a function of the block’s starting-point. The standard
deviation at the top of the bars shows the variations in the
results due to the change in the random permutations used to
rearrange the order in the blocks. Parts A-C show the accuracy,
sensitivity and specificity for models of ROIs whose rearranged-
block length is 32, 64 and 96, respectively.
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5.4.3 Effect of Rearranged-Block Position

For each of the permuted-ROI groups, both malignant and benign, we also compared

the performance among HMMs trained and tested on ROI sequences that have un-

dergone block-permutation for blocks of the same length, L, while varying the block

starting position, f , along the ROI sequence. Figure 5.6 A-C shows the performance

measures obtained from HMMs learned from ROI sequences in which the rearranged

block length (L) takes on three different values (32, 64 and 96), while varying the block

starting point f along the sequence (f=1, 33, 65, and 97). The figure demonstrates

the impact of the starting position of the rearranged block on performance. Specifi-

cally, for all block lengths, both the accuracy and the specificity (A1-C1; A3-C3) are

lower when the rearrangement is introduced early in the sequence (e.g. position 1)

than when it is introduced toward the end of the sequence (e.g. position 65).

The accuracy and specificity of the model trained on ROIs containing a rearranged

block of length 32 at the beginning of the signal is statistically significantly lower

than those of models trained on ROI sequences of the same length (L=32) but with

different starting points (f = 33, 65 and 97) (p-value � 10−12, calculated using a

one-tail 2-sample t-test). Moreover, the accuracy and specificity of HMMs learned

from ROIs where the rearranged block length was 64 starting at the first point in

the signal is statistically-significantly lower than of models learned from ROIs where

the permuted block of the same length started at different positions (f = 33 and 65)

(p-value� 10−8). The differences in sensitivity across models learned from permuted

signals, where the permuted block is of length L= 32, or 64, but starts at a different

position along the ROI sequence are not statistically significant. As for the models

trained on ROIs containing rearranged-blocks of 96 time-points, the accuracy and
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Figure 5.7: Average performance (accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity) of
HMMs trained on cropped ROI signals, as a function of the
signal duration, along with the results obtained from models
trained on the complete signal of length 128. The standard
deviation at the top of each of the bars shows the variation in
performance due to change in the starting-point index, i, of the
sliding window used to generate the cropped signals.

sensitivity are slightly lower when the starting point of the block f=33, unlike the

specificity which is lower when f=1 as shown in Figure 5.6.C.

These results indicate that the benign ROIs are more sensitive to rearrangement at

the beginning of the signal unlike the malignant ROIs since the decrease in specificity

is greater than the decrease in sensitivity when the permuted ROIs have a permuted-

block starting at f = 1. Hence, the temporal order in the beginning of the signal

carries tissue-specific information about the ROIs, in comparison with other parts of

the signal.
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5.4.4 Effect of TeUS Signal Duration

For each of the 63 pairs of malignant and benign models trained on cropped-ROIs,

we calculated the average accuracy, sensitivity and specificity, over all HMMs trained

on ROIs sequences sharing the same duration, z, regardless of the starting-position,

i. Figure 5.7 shows the average accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of the resulting

HMMs. Standard deviations shown at the top of the bars, indicate variation in

performance due to change in the window-starting position i.

As the figure shows, the best performance was attained by HMMs trained on

cropped ROIs of length 80, where accuracy was 85.4%. This is almost the same accu-

racy attained by HMMs trained over the original ordered signals (85.01%, where the

signal length is 128). Moreover, the difference in performance between HMMs trained

over cropped signals of lengths 80, 90, 100, and 128 are not statistically significant

(p-value � 0.05, using 2-sample t-test). Although the performance decreases as the

duration of the signal is truncated, the difference in performance is only statistically

significant when the length of the signal is ≤ 70. As such, we conclude that HMMs

trained over shorter sequences retain a level of performance comparable to that at-

tained by HMMs trained on the original longer sequences. However, below a certain

threshold (z ≤ 70) performance drops significantly (p-value < 7 × 10−5, according

to the one-tailed 2-sample t-test). These results show that shorter signals (up to a

certain threshold) relay sufficient information about the sequence pattern, to train

HMMs that are as effective for tissue typing as models trained over longer sequences.

Thus, the time required for TeUS data collection can be reduced while the resulting

sequence can still be used to train effective models for differentiating between ma-

lignant and benign signals. It is important to note that showing the feasibility of
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decreasing the duration of TeUS acquisition enables the clinical translational as it

warrants shorter interruption for the current flow of diagnostic procedures.

5.5 Conclusion

We have proposed a stochastic temporal tissue characterization framework for assess-

ing the influence of temporal-order and signal duration on tissue-specific information

relayed by TeUS signals. We utilized HMMs to model TeUS data of malignant and of

benign regions obtained from nine prostate cancer patients. Application of HMMs to

model the TeUS data (in the time domain), allows us to capture temporal patterns

in the signals, and to assess their impact on tissue characterization.

We compared HMMs trained and tested on TeUS data in their original order to

those obtained from sequences with permuted order using the symmetric sampled KL-

divergence. KL-divergence increases as a function of increased permutation, which

indicates that the order of values within the time-domain sequence carries significant

information that enables modeling the variability in prostate tissue and the respective

variation in tissue response to ultrasound sonication.

To assess the actual impact of TeUS temporal order on tissue characterization

in prostate cancer, we compared the performance of HMMs learned from signals in

their original temporal order, to that of models learned from order-altered signals.

Our results show that the model performance in distinguishing between malignant

and benign prostate ROIs decreases as the amount of permutation increases. That is,

change in the original order corrupts the tissue-specific pattern of response, reducing

the amount of tissue specific information carried by the TeUS signal, and making

it harder to distinguish between malignant and benign tissue based on this signal.
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Moreover, we investigated the effect of the position of permutation along the ROI

signals. Our findings demonstrate that HMMs trained on ROIs that undergo per-

mutations at the beginning of their sequences have significantly worse performance

than models learned from ROIs containing permuted blocks along other parts of the

signals.

We also examined the impact of signal duration on tissue-characterization perfor-

mance, by comparing HMMs trained on cropped TeUS-signals, thus varying signal

duration. Our results indicate that even when sequence duration is reduced down to

a certain limit (in our dataset, almost 40% reduction in length from 128 to 80), the

temporal signal still supports differentiation between malignant and benign tissue. As

such, the sonication time needed for gathering sufficient TeUS data can be shortened

while retaining a desirable level of tissue-characterization performance as obtained

using longer sequences.

These results indicate that the earlier time points in the ROI signals are more

informative for tissue characterization, since order-alterations happening later down

the signal have a lower impact on the performance than alterations at the beginning,

and shorter sequences have comparable effectiveness to longer ones in differentiating

between tissue types. To summarize, our findings validate the value of explicitly

exploiting temporal order when modeling TeUS signals, and the robustness of such

temporal models in distinguishing between malignant and benign tissue.
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Chapter 6

A Comparison between Malignancy Prediction of

TeUS Stochastic Models and Multi-Parametric

MR Markings

This chapter provides a comparison between label prediction based on HMMs learned

from TeUS signals and malignancy markings on multi-parametric Magnetic Resonance

(mp-MR) images. Our goal is to contribute to the research on TeUS’s mechanisms

of action by investigating whether regions with malignant manifestations on mp-MR

images can also be detected by analyzing their respective TeUS signals. In Section 6.1,

we present the motivation and objectives of this study. Section 6.2 briefly summarizes

the mp-MR data used in the comparison framework in addition to the TeUS data on

which the HMMs are trained and tested. We then describe the framework of label

prediction for TeUS signals that emanate from ROIs within the mp-MR contours,

in Section 6.3. The results and discussion are provided in Section 6.4. Finally, we

summarize and conclude in Section 6.5.
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6.1 Motivation and Objectives

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the analysis of TeUS signals has been shown to provide

useful guidance for the diagnostic procedure such as biopsies of prostate and breast

cancer [12, 85, 120, 130, 191]. RF time series carry tissue-specific information that is

utilized to detect malignancy in the affected organs. However, TeUS’s mechanism of

action and the reason for echointensity changes over the short period of sonication

are still under investigation. Our goal, in the work presented here, is to assist in un-

covering the physical interpretation of the information relayed by TeUS. We use the

models trained on the the temporal ultrasound data labeled using histopathology in-

formation (described in Chapter 3). The mp-MR markings (contours) are transferred

into the ultrasound coordinates. Using our trained HMMs, we predict the labels of

the ROIs located inside the mp-MR contours.

As explained in Chapter 2, MR imaging is currently used in high-risk patients

after initial-diagnosis for grading/staging of the disease. It is also employed in active

surveillance procedures for low-risk patients. Aggressive malignancy (Gleason grade

more than 3) with significantly large lesions have a high detection rates using MR

imaging, unlike smaller low grade ones [14, 72].

Despite the advantages in diagnostic and prognostic abilities of MR imaging, this

modality is costly and time consuming [72]. It causes claustrophobic reactions, pain,

and discomfort in some patients, due to imaging arrangements such as the use of en-

dorectal coil [73,185]. The agreement in malignancy prediction between TeUS models

and mp-MR markings helps in furthering our knowledge on the tissue characteristics

captured by TeUS. In addition, this accordance demonstrates the potential of tem-

poral ultrasound in achieving similar diagnostic rates as mp-MR. A recent study by
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Ahmed et al. discussed the role of mp-MR imaging as a triage test for prostate

biopsy [3]. They demonstrated that using mp-MR imaging (for triage) leads to an

increase in the detection of high risk malignancy and a reduction in the number of

unnecessary biopsies when cancer is indolent [3].

Besides the superior resolution of anatomic MR imaging, mp-MR provides func-

tional information about the scanned tissue. MR imaging is a well-established tech-

nique, there is a rich literature about functional and molecular characteristics of tissue,

visualized by each mp-MR sequence (here: T2-Weighted (T2W), Diffusion Weighted

Imaging (DWI), and Dynamic Contrast Enhanced (DCE), see Section 2.2.2 for se-

quence definitions) [14,72,110,143,189]. Malignancy features inspected by DWI imag-

ing are cellularity, necrosis, and apoptosis, whereas DCE sequence is used for identi-

fying angiogenesis, and T2W for anatomical features [112,189]. DWI reflects the mi-

croscopic movement of protons in water molecules inside the scanned tissues [72,189].

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC) images, known as ADC maps are generated

using the information about water diffusion collected from DWI. In these maps, ma-

lignant regions are hypo-echoic (lower intensity than surrounding) as they have re-

stricted movement of water molecules compared to normal areas. Pharmaco-Kinetic

(PK) modeling of the data collected during DCE imaging is used to measure the flow

of Gadolinium (Gd) into and out of the plasma of vasculature and the interstitial

space between prostate cells [72, 189]. Cancerous lesions have higher concentrations

of Gd as they are characterized with higher vascularity due to pathologic angiogen-

esis [189]. Therefore these lesions appear as darker red regions on DCE images and

get color-enhanced faster than normal tissue.
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In the work presented here, we investigate the agreement between the predic-

tions of TeUS’s probabilistic models and the malignancy markings of radiologists on

mp-MR images. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that attempts

such an investigation. Our stochastic models, learned from signals annotated through

histopathology analysis, allowed us to study the impact of TeUS’s temporal proper-

ties (see Chapter 5). In this study, we aim to use the trained HMMs to further our

understanding of the information relayed by the modeled signals. We propose to

demonstrate that TeUS stochastic models are able to predict malignancy of RF time

series originating from the ROIs within the mp-MR contours. The agreement between

HMM label-prediction and the mp-MR markings suggest that the tissue characteris-

tics visualized in mp-MR sequences are also detectable using TeUS signals.

6.2 Data

As explained in Chapter 3, in vivo TeUS data was collected pre-operatively from the

cohort of patients in addition to mp-MR images. A Discovery MR750 scanner1 was

utilized for mp-MR data acquisition at 3T with an endo-rectal coil2. Three mp-MR

sequences were generated: T2W, ADC, and DCE (Ktrans). For each image, regions

suspected to be malignant were demarcated by four observers from the department

of Radiology. To overlay the mp-MR contours on the ultrasound frames, ex vivo

MR images were first manually registered to high-resolution in vivo T2W images,

then a thin-plate-spline deformation was applied on the images [88]. Subsequently,

the ex vivo MR images were mapped to the ultrasound coordinates according to the

registration process explained in Section 3.2.

1GE Healthcare, Waukesha, US
2Prostate eCoil, Medrad, Warrendale, US
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The HMMs used for label prediction here were trained on the same TeUS dataset

of malignant and benign ROIs, as in the analysis presented in Chapter 5. These

models achieved the highest tissue-characterization accuracy on this dataset as eval-

uated through a leave-one-patient-out cross-validation approach described in Sec-

tion 4.5.1 [130]. A total of 570 ROIs were selected from 9 patients with approxi-

mately equal number of malignant (286) and benign (284) ROIs. For details on the

description of TeUS data, see sections 3.3 and 5.2. To predict the labels of the ROIs

annotated on mp-MR images, we selected all the ROIs inside the mp-MR contours

that were registered to ultrasound images. It should be noted that two out of the nine

patients (P7 and P8, see Table 3.3) did not have mp-MR data. We generated two sets

of ROIs from each of the mp-MR sequences (T2W, ADC, and DCE). The first set

corresponds to the union of malignancy markings of four observers and the second set

is the intersection of observers’ markings. We also took the union of the intersection

of observers’ markings in all sequences where each ROI is marked as malignant in

at least one mp-MR sequence by the four observers. In addition, we generated the

set of ROIs that were labeled as cancerous by all observers in all mp-MR sequences.

Hence, we have eight sets of ROIs selected from malignancy contours registered to

ultrasound images as follows:

• from T2W contours: R∪T2W , and R∩T2W ,

• from ADC contours: R∪ADC , and R∩ADC ,

• from DCE contours: R∪DCE, and R∩DCE,

• from all mp-MR contours: R∪ of ∩, and R∩ of ∩,

where ∪ and ∩ denote the union and intersection of markings, respectively. The
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Table 6.1: Number of ROIs per patient for each of the eight mp-MR ROI
sets.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P9 Total

R∪T2W 22 105 429 40 0 367 27 990
R∩T2W 0 35 91 0 0 10 5 141
R∪ADC 9 98 0 20 0 310 0 437
R∩ADC 0 14 0 0 0 15 0 29
R∪DCE 19 101 486 17 6 394 12 1035
R∩DCE 0 22 24 0 0 0 0 46
R∪ of ∩ 0 52 108 0 0 28 5 193
R∩ of ∩ 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 11

number of ROIs selected from each patient’s data for these eight sets of ROIs is

shown in Table 6.1. The labels of all ROIs in each set are predicted using our trained

HMMs. Thus, each ROI signal was put in the time domain representation explained

in section 3.5 and 5.2 to be tested with the HMMs.

6.3 mp-MR Label Prediction Framework

Using our previously trained HMMs, we predict the labels of ROIs selected from

the mp-MR contours following the framework illustrated in Figure 6.1. The malig-

nant and benign models were trained using TeUS signals of ROIs annotated using

histopathology markings (for details see Section 5.3).

The models consist of 5 states and 10 observation symbols. They were initialized

via clustering the values in the discretized first-order-difference signals as explained in

Section 4.3.1. The HMM performance was validated through a leave-one-patient-out

cross-validation. All TeUS signals from ROIs of one patient are left out for testing

and the remaining ROIs are utilized for training the models. We used these previously
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Figure 6.1: Framework of label prediction for ROIs located inside the mp-
MR contours registered to ultrasound images using the pre-
viously trained HMMs. The table, at the bottom left of the
figure, shows the color coding of the contours according to the
mp-MR sequence and either union or intersection of observers’
markings.

trained HMMs as they were able to accurately predict the class of test ROIs result-

ing in an average accuracy of more than 88%, which was reported in our published

work [130]. The models employed for label prediction in the work presented here are

the HMMs that had the best performance among all cross-validation iterations [130].

As mentioned in chapters 4 and 5, an ROI label is assigned according to the

class of the model that generates the greater log likelihood between both malignant

and benign HMMs. To avoid testing on training data, all ROIs with histopathology

annotations were removed from ROI sets with the mp-MR contours as they were used

for training the HMMs. To evaluate our mp-MR label prediction approach, we report
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the agreement between TeUS and mp-MR markings, defined as follows:

Prediction agreement =
# of correctly labeled ROIs inR
Total # of ROIs in ROI set,R

, (6.1)

where R ∈ {R∪T2W ,R∩T2W ,R∪ADC ,R∩ADC ,R∪DCE,R∩DCE,R∪ of ∩,R∩ of ∩}. The predic-

tion agreement is the number of correctly classified ROIs, which were labeled as

malignant on mp-MR sequences. This agreement reflects the degree at which TeUS’s

models capture malignant-tissue characteristics3 that enable correct labeling of TeUS

signals from regions marked as malignant in one of the mp-MR sequences. For each

ROI set we report prediction-agreement averaged over all ROIs in the set as well as

per patient.

Using the log likelihoods generated by the HMMs, we color-code the ROIs in-

side the mp-MR contours through an approach similar to the one explained in Sec-

tion 4.5.1. First we calculate the log odds ratio, log(OR), for each ROIs (see equa-

tion 4.10). We then map all the values of log(OR) to colors in the jet color-spectrum

shown in Figure 4.3. We skip the first step of color-map generation, presented in Sec-

tion 4.5.1, since we are interested here in visualizing all the levels of malignancy sus-

picion (i.e. likelihood of an ROI to be malignant) reflected by the values of log(OR).

6.4 Results and Discussion

The average prediction agreement for each of the eight ROI sets is shown in Figure 6.2.

The top three values for prediction agreement are 89.4%, 85.5% and 82.41%, for ROIs

inside the DCE and ADC contours in the respective ROI sets R∩DCE, R∪ADC , and

3The functional and molecular tissue-characteristics visualized in each of the mp-MR sequences
are explained in Section 6.1.
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Figure 6.2: Average percentage in prediction agreement of ROIs within each
of mp-MR contours as shown on the X-axis. The bars are color
coded according to their respective mp-MR ROI set as shown
in Figure 6.1, whereas the last two bars in blue are results of
the ROI set spanning all three mp-MR sequence.

R∪DCE. However, it is important to note that the number of ROIs in each of the three

sets is different, where the first set has only 46 ROIs whereas the second and third have

437 and 1035 ROIs, respectively. This difference results in varying levels of confidence

in the reported findings. Prediction accuracy for larger sets consisting of ROIs from

multiple patients provides more reliable measure of performance than that attained

from a smaller set. ROIs marked by all observers of the ADC maps, R∪ADC , are labeled

by HMMs with an accuracy of 76.6%, which is lower than the results obtained over

the set in which the union of markings was used, R∩ADC . The performance for both
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ROI sets selected from the T2W contours is lower than that attained over other mp-

MR sequences, with 74.4% for the union set, R∪T2W , and 65.6% for the intersection,

R∩T2W . The lowest performance, namely 60.9%, was obtained over the ROI set where

malignancy was marked by all observers in at least one of the mp-MR sequences.

The prediction agreement is higher for ROIs in R∩ of ∩, the set of malignant regions

marked by all observers in all mp-MR sequences as compared to those in R∪ of ∩.

These results demonstrate that our HMMs are more likely to correctly identify a

malignancy that is detectable by consensus in all mp-MR sequences.

Figure 6.3 shows the performance per patient. Parts A), C), and E) show the re-

sults per patient for the union of markings in T2W, ADC, DCE, respectively, whereas

G) is for the intersection of observers’ markings in all modalities. Plots B), D), F)

show results using the intersection of markings in the three mp-MR sequences and H)

is for the the intersection of observers in all mp-MR sequences. This figure demon-

strates the variability in the number of patients whose ROIs are included in each

of the eight ROI sets. For example, set R∪DCE contains ROIs from all of the seven

patients, while R∩ of ∩ has ROIs from one patient only. Patient P2 has ROIs in all

of the eight sets and the prediction agreement on these ROIs is higher than 91% for

ROIs inside each of the mp-MR contours. The poor performance on ROIs of patients

P3 and P9 inside the T2W and DCE contours can be attributed to the uncertainty

about the tissue malignancy, which is reflected in the lack of consensus among ob-

servers. This uncertainly is manifested by the large difference in the size of ROI sets

containing union of markings and the sets of markings’ intersection. We also note

that the number of ROIs varies from one patient to another, causing a skew in the

results towards patients with higher number of ROIs.
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Figure 6.3: Patient specific accuracy of ROI label assignment. Images A)
and B) show the performance results over ROI sets inside the
T2W contours; whereas panels C) and D) show the accuracy for
sets of ROIs selected from the ADC contours, while E) and F)
for ROIs in DCEs markings. Graphs G) and H) show accuracy
obtained over the sets of union and intersection of ROIs marked
as cancerous by all four observers regardless of the mp-MR se-
quence.
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Figures 6.4 and 6.5, show three examples of ROI color-maps overlaid on mp-

MR contours in the ultrasound coordinates, where contours are depicted as white

areas. Figure 6.4 shows ROIs within the T2W and ADC contours, whereas Figure 6.5

visualize the results of ROI sets selected from the DCE contours and the union and

intersection of markings by all observers in the different modalities. The colors shown

in each color-map correspond to various malignancy levels, where shades of orange

and red indicate high probability of being cancerous and shades of blue indicate

low probability of being cancerous. By inspecting the color-maps, especially those

corresponding to patient P3, we can detect a depth bias similar to the one discussed

in Section 4.7.3, where ROIs located in the top of the images are typically color-coded

in shades of red and while those at the bottom appear in blue. Potential sources of

this bias are explained in Section 4.7.3. However since most of the cancerous lesions

appear at the top of the images in the peripheral zone closer to the rectum, the bias

is not as apparent as it is in the images of patient P3 where cancerous lesions span

larger regions in the prostate.

In terms of the agreement between HMM predictions and the mp-MR markings,

shown in Figure 6.3, accuracy values for label prediction of ROI set annotated as

cancerous by all observers are more conclusive than the values of the sets containing

the union of markings. In the intersection of markings, the consensus among the four

observers reflects higher malignancy suspicion for the corresponding region. The mp-

MR sequence whose markings were best predicted is DCE, followed by ADC, then

T2W. Despite the low scale of this study which was affected by the large inter-observer

marking-variance, the high agreement with the DCE sequence is concordant with the

theory that pulsation is one of the most important factors providing tissue contrast
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in TeUS signals as shown in the simulation results of Bayat et al. [19]. As mentioned

earlier, the DCE sequence reflects the movement of Gd from the vasculature to the

interstitial space. The prediction agreement with the ADC maps is also informative

Figure 6.4: Examples of color-maps for the ROI sets, R∪T2W , R∩T2W , R∪ADC,
and R∩ADC selected from T2W and ADC contours.
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Figure 6.5: Examples of color-maps for ROIs inside the DCE contours, R∪DCE
and R∩DCE in addition to the ROI sets denoted by R∪ of ∩ and
R∩ of ∩.
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as perfusion is another factor believed to contribute to tissue contrast in TeUS [19],

since it is known that metabolic characteristics relayed by the movement of water

molecules is captured in the ADC maps. The lower agreement with the T2W markings

is expected as the anatomical detail visualized by T2W imaging are superior to what

is captured by ultrasound.

These results provide insight into the physical meaning of the information cap-

tured by TeUS. The prediction agreement between TeUS models and malignancy

markings on DCE images and ADC maps suggest that the tissue contrast gained

in TeUS maybe related to the same functional and molecular characteristics visu-

alized in the aforementioned mp-MR sequences. In a recent publication, Bayat et

al. demonstrated that micro-vibration is the dominant physical phenomenon gov-

erning the interaction between TeUS and the scanned tissue. The high agreement

between TeUS models’ malignancy prediction and the markings on DCE and ADC

sequences implies that blood and fluid circulation has an effect on tissue contrast in

TeUS. In addition, difference in the micro-structure between malignant and benign

tissues lead to a difference in responses to the acoustic waves over the duration of

sonication. Malignant angiogenesis not only changes the micro-structure of tissue but

also amplifies the circulatory activities around cancerous regions. These results are

along the same lines of Bayat et al.’s findings stating that TeUS is affected by tissue

micro-structure and micro-vibration from internal (pulsation and perfusion) or exter-

nal environmental sources. The micro-structure of cells are different between benign

and malignant tissues in histopathology analysis. Malignant cells differ in their size,

shape and development from benign cells, which are well differentiated and have clear

cellular compartments [48]. A recent publication by Bayat et al. showed that TeUS
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captures the difference in benign and malignant micro-structure from the changes

in the speckle pattern of ultrasound which is modulated by low frequency micro-

vibrations due to environmental or physiological sources [19]. They demonstrated

that in fact frequencies of 1-2 Hz (heart beat) were most important in distinguishing

tissue types. The nuclei of cells are the main scattering source of ultrasound and

TeUS captures differences between the distribution and size of cells through the scat-

tering function [19]. Our results from the malignancy-prediction agreement between

TeUS and DCE images indicates that TeUS may be affected by the cellularity of the

tissue (i.e. number and quality). Malignancy-prediction agreement with ADC may

indicate that TeUS is affected by angiogenesis as well but more experiments and data

are required to explore this further.

6.5 Conclusions

We introduced a new framework to study the physical interpretation of the infor-

mation relayed by TeUS. This study is based on the premise that malignancy is

detectable in mp-MR sequences (here T2W, ADC, and DCE modalities) by visual-

izing functional and molecular characteristics that are tissue specific. We therefore

assessed the agreement between mp-MR malignancy-markings and label predictions

by TeUS models. This agreement in label prediction for ROIs inside the mp-MR con-

tours implicates that TeUS captured some of the tissue-specific characteristics that

enabled detecting malignancy in the corresponding mp-MR sequence.

We utilized in-vivo mp-MR images, where malignancy was marked by multiple

observers and subsequently registered to ultrasound images. We predicted the labels

of ROIs inside the mp-MR contours using HMMs previously trained on TeUS signals
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annotated using histopathology information. The models calculated log likelihoods

for each ROI marked as malignant either in the intersection or union of observers in

each of the mp-MR sequences separately or in all of them together. The ROIs were

then labeled by the class of the model (malignant or benign HMMs) that generated

the larger log probability. We limited our prediction to malignant areas since our

aim is to identify malignancy characteristics captured by TeUS and relate them to

the physical phenomenon governing the interaction between TeUS and the scanned

tissue. Our comparison does not take in consideration the areas that were not within

the mp-MR contours. It should be noted that our predictions are meant to detect

the malignancy suspicion as marked on the mp-MR sequences by the radiologists and

not malignancy that is verified through histopathology. We, however, experimented

with extending our prediction to areas outside of the contours to make sure that

the models does not assign a malignant label to all regions (inside and outside the

contours). The results of these experiments demonstrated a lower level of agreement

between TeUS and mp-MR than the malignancy predictions. Using an agreement

measure that incorporates a penalty for false positives provides a better estimation of

the agreement between TeUS and mp-MR especially when predictions are extended

beyond the malignancy markings.

Our findings show that TeUS models are more likely to predict malignancy marked

on DCE sequences than those annotated on the ADC maps. The results reveal a

much lower agreement between TeUS labels predicted by HMMs and T2W markings.

Angiogenesis and metabolic characteristics of tissues are reflected by DCE images

and ADC maps, respectively. The prediction outcome demonstrates that malignancy

detected on DCE images due to the visualization of tissue characteristics related to
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angiogenesis, is also partly reflected by analyzing TeUS signals. Therefore, these

findings support the argument that pulsation is an important factor contributing

to tissue contrast in TeUS signals. Furthermore, the concordance with ADC maps

implies that the information about water-molecule movement relayed in DWI is also

captured by TeUS, hence, supporting the theory stating perfusion as another source

of tissue contrast in TeUS.

It is worth noting that these findings are limited by the scale of the data. A larger

study is required to replicate these results and ensure a better generalizability. In

addition, this data’s depth bias due to uniform time-gain compensation might have

also affected the outcome and a more reliable data is needed to guarantee robust

conclusions. The investigation presented here serves as a feasibility study, where we

demonstrate that the proposed framework is a helpful tool to discover the physical

characteristics of tissues captured by TeUS. Extending the prediction to areas beyond

the mp-MR contours would provide more evidence for the agreement between TeUS

and mp-MR modalities.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this dissertation, we demonstrated the use of stochastic modeling in building a

classifier for TeUS signals and using the classification framework to investigate the

source and influence of the tissue-specific information relayed by the sequences. We

modeled TeUS time-series, which are histopathologically labeled, using HMMs and

proposed a stochastic tissue-characterization framework using the learned models. In

addition, we studied the impact of TeUS temporal-properties on the outcome of the

HMM-based classifier that was trained on signals. We also demonstrated that our

classifier can predict mp-MR malignancy-markings, demarcated according to tissue-

contrast obtained by capturing functional and molecular tissue-characteristics.

The work aims to help increase the detection rates of prostate biopsy and reduce

the need for repeat biopsies. The proposed new application of HMMs assist in guiding

specimen collection from the prostate by providing maps of high risk areas to be

targeted during the biopsy procedure.
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7.1 Summary and Conclusions

HMM-based tissue classifier We introduced a stochastic modeling approach

for TeUS signals of prostate tissues to directly represent the temporal signatures of

benign vs. malignant tissue responses to prolonged sonication. We also demonstrated

the utility of using time-domain modeling of TeUS signals in a stochastic tissue char-

acterization framework based on HMMs. In contrast previous analysis of TeUS was

based on features extracted from the spectral domain of the signals then used for

tissue characterization in prostate and breast cancer [12,85,120,191].

The performance of our HMM-based classifier in tissue typing was evaluated for

models with different structures (topology, number of states, and alphabet size) in

order to assess the impact of model topology and alphabet size on the ability to dis-

tinguish malignant tissues from benign ones. We showed the trade-off in performance

between the number of states in the model and the size of the alphabet, where in

most cases a larger alphabet is needed to accurately model the data using HMMs

with fewer states.

Utilizing a non-parametric statistical test, we compared our classification results

with those of a previous study on the same TeUS data. We demonstrated a statis-

tically significantly improved differentiation between TeUS signals of malignant and

benign tissue. This improvement was achieved due to explicitly integrating the tempo-

ral order of the signal in our models, unlike the previous study that employed spectral

domain analysis, where information about signal temporal-order is not available.

These results demonstrate that HMMs capture the contrast between TeUS signals

of malignant and benign prostatic tissues. We used the log odds ratio of the likelihood

values calculated by the HMMs to generate the maps of high risk areas that can be
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used to guide physicians during prostate biopsy-procedures. We color-coded the ROIs

on each ultrasound frame by mapping the values of the log odds ratio to colors in the

jet color-spectrum. Dark red was used to color-code the areas with high risk, while

the dark blue utilized for very low risk areas. Despite the high agreement between our

HMMs label prediction and the histopathology ground truth, the color-maps showed

a depth dependent pattern where areas of red/orange shades dominated the locations

at the top of the frames and shades of blue were mostly available at the bottom.

This depth bias may be attributed to the constant time-gain compensation used to

overcome the attenuation of the acoustic power as the signals travel in the depth of

the tissues. Another reason might be the ROI-selection approach that maintained a

large margin between malignant and benign regions, knowing that cancerous lesions

were mostly at top of the frames. It should be noted that the top of the frame

correspond to the areas closer to the rectum in the peripheral zone which has a much

higher probability of developing cancerous. We tried different approaches to rectify

the bias in the data (for details, see Section 4.7), yet none of them were successful.

We thus believe that another dataset is needed to duplicate our findings and show

the robustness of the modeling approach.

Impact of TeUS Temporal Properties TeUS is considered a novel ultrasound-

based imaging technique, whose mechanisms of action and the physical interpretation

of the information captured by its signals are still under investigation. The aim of

studying TeUS temporal properties is to acquire more knowledge about the signals

and to assist in uncovering the reasons behind the change in echointensities over the

short period of sonication. Using the same classification framework, we assessed the
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impact of TeUS properties, namely temporal order and signal length, on the perfor-

mance of HMMs in tissue characterization.

We compared the classification outcome of models learned from signals, where

groups of time points (blocks) have been rearranged at random to alter their temporal

order. We generated multiple datasets of rearranged signals, where in each dataset,

the signals had a different rearranged-block size as well as a different block location.

The signals in each of the datasets were then utilized to train a pair of malignant and

benign HMMs. The performance measures of each of the models were compared to

reveal the impact of the block size and its location on the tissue-specific information

captured by the HMMs and used for classification. Our results showed that tissue-

characterization accuracy deteriorated as the size of the rearranged block increased.

The accuracy of 85.01% obtained by the models trained on signals in their original

order decreased to 62.35% for models learned from completely rearranged signals.

Moreover, order rearrangement at the beginning of the signal caused a larger decrease

in the performance as compared to rearrangement elsewhere in the signal.

To assess the impact of signal length on HMMs’ performance, we generated an-

other group of datasets, where signals were cropped to different lengths. The signals

were then modeled and the performance of the learned models in differentiating be-

tween tissue types was evaluated. Subsequently, the accuracy values obtained by the

HMMs trained on signals of different lengths were also compared. The outcome of

these experiments demonstrated that shorter sequences are less informative for tissue

characterization in comparison with longer sequences. Yet, there is a length cut-off,

where longer sequences do not lead to a significant improvement in the classification.

For this dataset, we showed that signals acquired for almost one second (80 frames)
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have statistically significantly similar classification performance as signals collected

for more than 2.7 seconds (128 frames).

We demonstrated that the order of TeUS signals carries tissue-specific information

required for accurate differentiation between tissue types. The repetitive patterns

captured by the HMMs of TeUS signals highly depend on the temporal order of the

signals. Moreover, our findings demonstrate that shorter sequences (acquired for less

than 2 seconds and more than a certain threshold) carry sufficient amount of tissue-

specific information that can be used to accurately identify malignancy in prostatic

tissues. Shorter duration for TeUS data collection is one of the implication of these

results.

Comparison between Label Prediction of TeUS models and mp-MR

Markings Tissue characteristics visualized by each of the mp-MR sequences are

reported in the literature. Malignant regions are detectable by expert observers due

to the tissue-contrast gained by the visualization of functional and molecular char-

acteristics that are exhibited differently according to tissue types. Therefore, we

proposed a framework to investigate whether TeUS models can predict the label

of malignant regions demarcated in T2W, ADC and DCE images. In case HMM

malignancy-prediction match the markings in one of the mp-MR sequence, then the

tissue contrast captured by the TeUS models is similar to that provided by the visu-

alized tissue characteristics in mp-MR.

Malignancy was contoured on images of each mp-MR sequence by four observers.

These contours were transformed to the ultrasound coordinates. ROIs within the
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contours were used to generate eight datasets of TeUS signals whose labels were pre-

dicted using the same models trained and tested on signals of ROIs with histopathol-

ogy annotation. For each mp-MR sequence, we utilized the union and intersection of

markings by all observers. We also used the intersection of ROIs inside the contours

that were demarcated in consensus among observers in all three mp-MR sequences

along with their union. The highest agreement was achieved between the predictions

of TeUS’ HMMs and the malignancy markings on DCE images, then with the ADC

maps, and the worst agreement was with the T2W images. These results demonstrate

that angiogenesis characteristics visualized on DCE images may also be detectable

with TeUS signals. In addition, the metabolic tissue characteristics reflected in the

ADC maps can be captured to an extent using TeUS signals. Both sets of tissue

characteristics are related to pulsation and perfusion which were two sources of micro-

vibrations suggested to play a role in changing the echointensity values during TeUS

imaging.

Our findings show that TeUS is a promising imaging technique. It visualizes tissue

contrast better than conventional ultrasound and comparable to mp-MR sequences

with the advantage of lower costs, wide availability and more convenient imaging

set-up. It should however be noted that the datasets used for this study have large

difference in their sizes and the number of patients from which ROIs are selected.

Therefore, the study needs to be repeated on a larger scale to replicate our findings

and to offer more significant conclusions.
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7.2 Future Work

We have proposed a framework to differentiate between malignant and benign tissue,

where it can be used to improve the yield of prostate biopsy as a diagnostic procedure.

The prognosis of prostate cancer is a pressing issue in oncology. For indolent prostate-

cancer, aggressive treatment-options should be avoided since active surveillance has

proven to be an effective course for disease management and provides an improved

quality of life [168]. Malignant tissues may respond differently to prolonged sonication

depending on their cancer grades. In addition, non-malignant-tissue responses also

vary based on anatomical prostatic-zones. When modeling the temporal responses

of malignant tissues, it is important to be able to differentiate between subgroups of

these responses as well as investigate their connection with the anatomical structure.

The probabilistic tissue-characterization framework can be extended to utilize

grading information and predict grades. The dataset, used in this work, only included

regions with Gleason grades 3 and 4. Therefore, a dataset annotated with a broader

variety of Gleason scores is is likely to enable the development of an HMM-based

grading classifier.

The learning approach adopted here supports accurate tissue typing, where pa-

rameter tuning maximizes the log probability of the data given the model’s param-

eters. With a larger scale dataset, an additional parameter optimization step that

maximizes the differentiation between the classes would improve classification per-

formance. At each step of the expectation maximization, besides ensuring that the

log likelihood is maximized, we could also update the parameters to maximize the

accuracy of tissue differentiation. Furthermore, on a larger dataset, training HMMs
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with continuous observations may improve generalizability and classification accu-

racy. Our learned models reflect the typical response of malignant vs benign tissue

to prolonged sonication. They can extended to uncover different subgroups of tissue

responses by clustering the state sequences of TeUS signals.

Our results in tissue classification are promising as they demonstrate an improve-

ment over previous tissue characterization studies. The trained HMMs have effectively

distinguished between malignant and benign tissue. With a more comprehensive set

of TeUS signals collected from a larger cohort, these models can be retrained to in-

corporate a wider spectrum of variability. A transfer learning scheme may be used

where our HMMs can serve as the initial models to be optimized using the new

dataset. One of the issues in implementing such a scheme, is the time-domain repre-

sentation of TeUS signals, used in this dissertation. The binning method is specific to

the range of values available in the data and is not applicable for a dataset collected

on a another platform with a different range of values. An approach that includes

standardization or normalization of the data would provide a platform- and data-

independent representation that can be used for data collected on different platforms

across multiple centers.

One of the main advantages of temporal ultrasound is its use of a technology that

is already integrated in clinical procedures and widely accessible even on portable

platforms. The stochastic tissue-characterization method we have presented is likely

to be extandable to tissue types in other organs such as breast and liver, where

ultrasound is currently used to assist in cancer diagnosis.
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